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ABSTRACT
Local buckling of stiffened and unstiffened curved elements has
been investigated both experimentally and analytically. Stiffened
curved elements are supported along both longitudinal edges while
unstiffened curved elements are supported along one longitudinal edge
with the other longitudinal edge free.
A series of stub column, beam, and shear tests have been performed
for sections containing curved elements. The tested specimens were
formed from sheet steels with yield strengths ranging from 27 to 88 ksi.
The radius-to-thickness, R/t, values of the curved elements varied from
12 to 438 whereas the arc length-to-thickness, bit, ratios ranged from
23 to 218.
As a result of these tests and existing curved element theory,
semi-empirical expressions have been developed for the prediction of
local buckling, caused by uniform axial compression, for both types of
curved elements. Approximate methods have been established for
prediction of curved element local buckling caused by bending. Also, an
approximate technique has been derived to predict the interaction
between the local buckling of flat and curved elements.
A nonlinear finite element program has been successfully employed
to predict local buckling of both stiffened and unstiffened curved
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automotive structural components (Figure 1.1) and corrugated sheets.
Because curved elements are widely used, and because existing knowledge
of their structural behavior is lacking, the present investigation was
initiated to develop improved analysis and design procedures.
The accurate analytical prediction of the compressive strength of
curved elements is extremely difficult. This difficulty arises
primarily because: 1) large deflection theory, which is much more
complex than linear theory, must be used to analyze curved element
buckling caused by axial stresses, 2) curved elements with appreciable
curvature are quite sensitive to imperfections, 3) curved elements with
small curvatures are particularly sensitive to edge restraints at their
boundaries, and 4) the effects of residual stresses and cold work are
difficult to predict. Because of the complexities involved in
predicting the critical buckling stress of curved elements, it is
essential that design expressions for the compression of such elements
be empirical or at least semi-empirical in nature.
In this study, local buckling of both stiffened and unstiffened
curved elements, has been examined. As shown in Figure 1.2, stiffened
curved elements are supported on both longitudinal edges whereas
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unstiffened curved elements are supported on one longitudinal edge with
the other longitudinal edge free. It should be noted that there are
three important parameters that govern the elastic local buckling of
curved elements. The parameters are the radius, R, the arc length, b,
and the thickness, t.
A series of stub column tests has been performed in order to
investigate local buckling of both stiffened and unstiffened curved
elements subject to uniform axial compression. The interaction between
the local buckling of curved and flat elements also has been examined
through the use of stub column tests.
Beam tests also have been performed for both types of curved
elemen'ts. The purpose of the beam tests is to study the stress gradient
effect on local buckling, which is caused by bending, over the depth of
the curved element. A series of shear specimens have been tested for





(a) Stiffened Curved Flanges
R(TYP.)
!
(b) Unstiffened Curved Flanges
Figure 1.2 Two Types of Curved Elements
4In addition to the experimental study, a nonlinear finite element
program called "ADINA" has been employed for the prediction of local
buckling of curved elements caused by uniform axial compression.
The research work discussed herein was a part of a research project
entitled "Structural Behavior of Automotive Structural Components Using
High Strength Sheet Steels". The project, which began in 1982, was
conducted at the University of Missouri-Rolla under the sponsorship of
the American Iron and Steel Institute.
B. PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION
The primary purpose of the present investigation is to study the
structural behavior of cold-formed steel members composed of flat and
curved elements. Based on the analytical and experimental work
discussed herein, prediction methods have been developed for each of the
following conditions:
1) local buckling of both stiffened and unstiffened curved elements
subject to uniform axial compression,
2) interaction between local buckling of flat and curved elements
subject to uniform axial compression,
3) local buckling of both stiffened and unstiffened curved elements
subject to bending stresses; and
4) buckling of curved webs subject primarily to shearing stresses.
Also, the post-buckling behavior of both stiffened and unstiffened
curved elements has been investigated.
5C. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION
The present study is composed of both an analytical and
experimental investigation of cold-formed steel members consisting of
curved elements.
In the first phase of the investigation, all available literature
that is related to local buckling of curved elements was reviewed.
Section II contains a summary of the literature survey.
The. main portion of. the curved element study is described in
Section III. After a brief introduction in Section III.A, each of the
curved element tests are described in detail in Section III.B.
Based on the results of the curved element tests and existing
theory of curved element behavior, methods for the prediction of local
buckling of curved elements have been developed. These methods are
summarized in Section III.C. Section III.D provides a comparison of the
predicted failure loads to the test values.
In Section III.E, a nonlinear finite element program, which is used
to predict local buckling of curved elements subject to uniform axial
compression, is described. The predicted failure loads from the program
are compared to the test results.
A summary of all the newly developed curved element analysis
procedures is provided in Section IV. Section V illustrates the
substantial increase in ultimate load capacity of curved elements over
flat elements with similar dimensions and boundary conditions.
Finally, Section VI presents a general review of the curved element
research findings.
6II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A. GENERAL
In the early portion of the study, many publications and research
reports concerning curved element behavior were reviewed. Section II.B
contains a summary of the existing methods for the prediction of local
buckling of curved elements.
The available literature for prediction of the collapse load of
cross sections containing flat and curved elements is described in
Section II.e. Section II.D first summarizes the effective width
approach for flat elements and then provides a review of effective width
equations for curved elements. Finally, the available procedures for
the analysis of shear buckling of curved elements are given in Section
II.E.
Because of the difficulty involved in deriving a practical,
theoretical expression for local buckling of unstiffened curved
elements, and because they have not been commonly used in the past,
there is virtually no available literature on the local buckling of
unstiffened curved elements. Thus, the emphasis of the following
literature review is on the stiffened curved element.
It should be noted that in the literature the terms curved element,
curved plate, and curved panel are used interchangeably.
7B. LOCAL BUCKLING OF STIFFENED CURVED ELEMENTS
The accurate prediction of the local buckling stress of curved
elements is extremely complex. It seems that classical stability
equations based on linear theory are insufficient because they
consistently overestimate the critical buckling stress, f
cr
' of curved
elements. The major cause of this overestimation is the fact that
buckling of curved elements is accompanied by compressive transverse
membrane stresses, which result in a deflected geometry that is
unstable. For this reason, large deflection theory is essential for
reasonably accurate prediction of f
cr
It has been observed that when
compressive membrane stresses are produced transverse to the direction
of buckling, such as for the compressive buckling of curved elements or
cylinders, large deflection theory is required. However, when tensile
membrane stresses are produced perpendicular to the direction of
buckling, such as for buckling caused by lateral pressure on a
relatively short, closed cylinder, torsion on a cylinder, or
compression on flat plates, linear theory is sufficient to predict f .2
cr
There have been attempts to describe the buckling of a stiffened
curved plate based on a geometric parameter, Zb' and a buckling
coefficient, k , as follows: 2
c
Zb = (b2/Rt))O-1J. 2)
and






E = modulus of elasticity
t =curved plate thickness
R = radius of curved plate
b =circumference of curved plate
p = elastic Poisson's ratio
Figure 2.1 shows the relationship between kc and Zb for a series of
compression tests made by Jackson and Ha1l3 on curved panels made of an
aluminum a110y.2 Other similar test results are provided in References
4 through 9.
At values of < 10, the behavior of curved plates is
approximately the same as that of flat plates with similar boundary
conditions,
flat plate.
and thus the buckling coefficient, k J approaches that of a
c
The boundary conditions applied by Jackson' and Ha11 3 were
between simple support and clamped conditions. Therefore, an average of
the buckling coefficients for flat plates of these two limiting cases,
2kc = 5.7, was used to plot the portion of the kc - Zb curve for Zb < 10.
For Zb values> 1000, long cylinder behavior dominates, and the
effects of boundary conditions are negligible. By observing the
relationship between Zb and k
c
shown in Figure 2.1, it can be seen that
for large values of Zb' the buckling coefficient appears to be linearly
related to Zb· Thus, the resulting equation takes on the form of the
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Figure 2.1 Comparison of Test Data With Theory for
Axially Compressed Curved Plates3
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Figure 2.2 Ranges of Possible Curved Plate Geometries-
10
in which C represents the s lope of the relationship between f cr and
stress.
E(t/R).
In the intermediate range of 10 < Zb < 1000, where boundary
conditions still exert considerable influence on fcr,lO extreme
difficulty is experienced in prediction of the critical buckling
It seems obvious that some sort of transition curve must exist
between the two limiting cases described above. A few of the more
successful attempts to develop such a curve are described in Section
II.B.1.
The range of the various possible geometries of curved plates is
illustrated in Figure 2.2. 2 Of the pOSSibilities shown in Figure 2.2,
only the extreme combinations of a long curved plate with large
curvature (e.g., a closed cylinder) and a short curved plate with small
curvature (e.g., a flat plate) are well researched and defined. All
other combinations fall into the previously described transistion
range.
In the following sections, the elastic and inelastic buckling and
post-buckling behaviors of curved plates are discussed, and a brief
summary of some of the methods proposed for the prediction of the
buckling stress is included.
1. Elastic Buckling.
a. Transition Equations. Many attempts have been made over the
those of flat plates and complete
11,12
attempts was performed by RedshawOne of the first suchcylinders.
years to develop a transition equation that would accurately predict the
critical stress of curved plat h hes w en t e geometric parameters of the
plates lie somewhere between
11
who developed the following relationship based on the classical energy
2
approach:
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7 (2.4)
f = elastic buckling stress of a curved element supported oncr
all sides (i.e., "stiffened curved element"), ksi
E =modulus of elasticity, ksi
11 =elastic Poisson's ratio
t = curved element thickness, in.
R = curved element radius, in.
b = curved element arc length, in.
It can be seen that this equation reduces to the theoretical
buckling stress for cylinders when (bit) 2 is large compared to R/t.
Also, if the radius of a plate is very large, (i. e., R approaches
infinity) the critical buckling stress approaches that of a flat plate.
13Sechler and Dunn later showed that Eq. (2.4) could be expressed
in terms of the flat plate and cylindrical shell buckling stresses as
shown below:
(f IE) • I (f IE)2 + 1/4 (f IE)2£ + 1/2 (f IE)f




(f IE) buckling stress ratio of a simply supported curvedcr sc::
element subject to uniform compression
(f IE) :: buckling stress ratio of a full cylinder with the
cr c
same R/t ratio as the curved element
(f IE)f:: buckling stress ratio of a simply supported flat
cr
plate with the same bit ratio as the curved element
Several other investigations into the development of transition
equations for curved plates have been performed. Among the more
noteworthy are the semi-empirical investigations conducted by
14 15 8Stowell, Wenzek, and Lindquist. Levy16 on the bas is of large
deflection theory developed the equations required to predict f .cr
b. Post-Buckling Behavior. The post-buckling behavior for the
elastic buckling of curved plates depends on the geometry of the plates
and the magnitude of the initial imperfections. It should come as nO
surprise that just as for initial elastic buckling, the post-buckling
behavior of curved plates also varies between the extremes of a flat
plate and cylinder.
For Zb < 10, a curved plate acts much the same as a flat plate with
similar dimensions. Thus, as shown in Figure 2.3, the effects of
initial imperfections are insignificant, and the compressive load
increases well past f cr The ultimate load is reached when the effects
of plasticity become predominant.
At values of Zb > 1000, the post-buckling behavior of a curved
plate should be similar to that of a cylinder. From Figure 2.31°, it
can be seen that for cylinders, the load-carrying capacity drops off
13
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Figure 2.3 Schematic Postbuckling Behavior of Various
Axially Loaded Structural Elements 10
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l'nl'tl'al buckling and never regains the original bucklingsharply after
stress in the post-buckling range. Thus, the initial buckling stress,
, 'd t 2fer' and failure are COlnCl en .
In the intermediate range of 10 < Zb < 1000, there is obviously a
b kl ' ff t of flat plates andtransistion between the post- uc lng e ec s
cylinders. However, there are no known studies of the exact post-
buckling behavior of curved plates in this range.
2. Inelastic Buckling. If the various parameters described in
Section II,B are such that the critical buckling stress is greater than
the proportional limit of a given material, the buckling is said to be
inelastic, and an adjustment in the elastic buckling equations must be
made. (It is important to note that this type of buckling only occurs
for materials with gradual yielding stress-strain curves. An example of
a typical gradual yielding stress -strain curve is shown in Figure
2.4(b). For sharp yielding materials with stress-strain curves similar
to Figure 2.4 (a), elastic buckling prevails until f reaches the yield
cr
point of the material.) This adjustment is necessary because the
elastic buckling equations were developed under the assumption that the
stress and strain were linearly related. However, for stresses above
the proportional limit, the relationship between stress and strain is,
by definition, nonlinear. I dn or er to account for the nonlinear stress·
st:rain relationship, the value of the modulus of elasticity, E, is
replaced in the elastic buckling equation by a reduced modulus. Several
different approaches for the calculat;on
• of such a reduced modulus are
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Figure 2.4 Stress-Strain Curves of Carbon Steel Sheets28
a. Initial Buckling.
16
i. Tangent Modulus Method. 17 hIn 1895, Engesser proposed that t e
f ~he stress-strain curve inmodulus of elasticty, which is the slope 0
d b h J.'nstantaneous slope of thethe elastic range, should be replace y t e
The instantaneous slopestress-strain diagram in the inelastic range.
is defined as the tangent modulus, Et , as shown in Figure 2.5.




be substantially less than E.
Bleich18 proposed the folloWing approximation for the tangent
modulus that can be employed for any material if the proportional limit,
F ,and the yield point, F , are known.pr y
=
(f IF )(l-(f IF))
cr Y cr y
(F IF )(l-(F IF))pr Y pr Y
(2.6)
ii. Secant Modulus Me·thod. This method is quite similar to the
tangent modulus method. The only difference is in the definition of the
secant modulus, E. The secant modulus is defined as the slope of as
line from the origin of the stress-strain diagram to the critical
stress. The value of E is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
s
In t:he mid 1940 's, 7Schuette, who used this method for curved
plates constructed of magnesium alloy materials, reported fair
agreement between the predicted and test results.
iii. Reduced Modulus Method. This method was originally proposed
17
by Engesser and later reVised by von Karman. 19 The reduced modulus,
































Fig. 2.5 Graphical Representation of the Tangent
and Secant Moduli.
18
modulus, E, the tangent modulus, Et , and the shape of the cross section.
This modulus is derived from the equilibrium equations in the cross
section at the onset of buckling and, thus, is technically more correct




in which 11 and 12 are the moments of inertia with respect to the
neutral axis of the tensile and compressive stresses caused by column
instability. For a more detailed description of the reduced modulus,
the reader is referred to the work of Bleich. 18
According to Fischel ,20 the reduced modulus for compression






Fischel report.s good correlation between the test results of curved
plat.es made of aluminum alloy and the predicted values of f when
cr
Equation (2.8) is used for the calculation of E .
r
iv. Gerard's Method. Another method for reducing the modulus of








in which v = lJ - elJ - lJ)(E IE) and lJ = plastic Poisson's ratio. Thep p s p
remaining terms have been previously defined. The inelastic buckling
stress is computed as the elastic buckling stress times n.
7In checking the test data published by Schuette on curved plates
made of magnesium alloy, good agreement was obtained between the test
results and those predicted by using the above value of n. It is
interesting to note that in using this method, the accuracy of the
predicted results was better than the accuracy obtained when the secant
modulus method was used with the same data. 2
b. Post-Buckling Behavior. The approximate buckling and post-
buckling behavior of flat plates and columns that buckle inelastically
is shown in Figure 2.3(b). Again, depending on the value of Zb' the
behavior of curved plates would be expected to be somewhere between that
of a flat plate and a cylinder.
C. COMPRESSION MEMBERS CONSISTING OF FLAT AND CURVED ELEMENTS
Structural engineers are often faced with the problem of
predicting the collapse load of compression members composed of both
flat and curved elements. This problem is particularly evident for
. I "h "relat~ve y sort columns for which the critical buckling load is
normally governed by local buckling or yielding of the individual
elements of the cross section. If test results are not readily
20
available, the engineer usually determines the strength of the given
cross section based on the summation of the local buckling strengths of
13,Zl-23
the individual flat and curved plate elements. This procedure
is desirable because the buckling stress of each of the curved and flat
elements may be predicted by using existing equations. The boundary
conditions of the elements are assumed to be either simply supported, if
they are bounded by other elements, or free. Figure 2.6 illustrates the
assumed boundary conditions for some typical cross sections.
Two methods found in the literature for predicting the critical
stress of cross sections composed of flat and curved elements are
reviewed in the follOWing discussion.
1. Air Force Method. The Air Force method assumes that curved
elements, unlike flat elements, possess no post-buckling strength and
thus, failure of the cross section is assumed when the critical stress
is reached in a curved element. This method was originally published by
22
Newell and Sechler and can best be described by the follOWing example:
If, in the cross section shown in Fig. Z.6(b), f 3<f 1 and
cr cr
fcr3<fcr2' then the critical stress will be
f f cr3(2A1 + ZAZ + A3)= = fcr
cr3"
ZA1 + 2A2+ A3
If f <f and f >f the criticalcr1 cr3 cr2 cr3' stress will be
f = f cr1(2A1) + f cr3 (ZAz + A )cr 3
ZA1 + ZAZ+ A3
(2.10)
(2.11)
If f <f d f














f (2Al ) + f 2(2A2)= crl cr




f f and f are the localIn Equations (2.10) through (2.12), cr1' cr2' cr3
b kl ' t sses of elements 1 2 and 3 as sho<.1T1 in Figure 2.6 (b) .uc ~ng s re , , W~
A
1
, AZ' and AS are the respective areas of each element.
stress over the entire cross section at which failure is predicted is
f
cr
As previously stated, the curved elements are assumed to have no
post-buckling strength; thus, when the first curved element reaches its
buckling stress, the total capacity of the section is obtained. Should
a flat element buckle before the curved element, the flat element is
assumed to carry its buckling load (without additional gain in post-
buckling strength) until the critical stress is reached in a curved
element. Of course, the maximum value of any of the above stresses is
limited to the yield strength of the material.
2. Crockett's Method. A slightly different approach for
predict:ing the critical stress of this type of cross section has been
introduced by Crockett. 23 Crockett's method is based on a series of
tests on aluminum sheet stiffeners when used alone or in combination
with aluminum sheets. The tests results obtained with this method for
the most part are within 15 percent of those predicted. The basic
equation used to predict the critical stress is as follows:
rb t f








F = final predicted crippling stress, psi for L/r < 20
cc
Fccl = uncorrected predicted stress = rb t f /!b tn n cn n n
K = the stability shape factor given in Table 1 of Ref. 23
and in Table 2.1 of Ref. 60
b t = area of individual element, in2
n n
f = average ultimate stress of the individual element,
cn
given empirically by Figures 2 and 3 of Ref. 23
for flat and curved elements, respectively, psi
r = the radius of gyration of the stiffener about
an axis parallel to the sheet in a stiffener-
sheet combination, in.
L = length of stiffener or panel, in.
3. Comparison of the Air Force and Crockett's Method. There are
two basic differences between Crockett's method and the Air Force
method. The first is the introduction of the stability shape factor, K,
by Crockett, which accounts for the differences in cross sectional
shapes. The other is that Crockett's method does not limit the critical
stress to that of the curved elements.
Because there is only a limited amount of published test data on
the compression of cross sections with flat and curved elements, it is
difficult to make any broad conclusions about the accuracy of either
method. It does seem that the stability shape factor suggested by
straight elements.
24
Crockett would be desirable because it is obvious that cross sections
ld be less stable than those composed ofwith sloped elements wou
However, the fact that Crockett does not limit the
critical s~ress of the cross section to that of the curved elements
appears undesirable because curved elements are noted for their small
post-buckling strengths.
In any event, the authors of both methods suggest that these
procedures be used only for preliminary design. The adequacy of the
final designs should be proven by tests.
4. Additional Literature. Other procedures, which may be useful
for computing the compressive strength of members composed of flat and
curved elements, consist of 1) an equation for the prediction of the
24
compressive buckling stress of a curved flange by Buchert, 2) a method
25developed by Needham for compression members composed entirely of
flat elements in which he divided the cross section into a series of
angles in order to account for the cold work effect in the cold-formed
corners, 3) an empirical approach used by Gerard10 who presented the
critical stress in terms of the number of corners in the cross section,
and 4) the design criteria given by the Aluminum Association in the
"Specification for Aluminum Structures,,26 for aluminum curved pla~es
and elements.
D. EFFECTIVE WIDTH OF CmlPRESSION ELEHENTS
The concept of an "effective width" was originally introduced by
von Karman _et. al. 27 to simpl;fy th 1 1 . h
• e ca cu at~ons needed to predict t e
ultimate strength of flat plates. Since that time, there has been a
considerable amount of research performed in this area for flat plates;
25
however, the research data for curved plates are quite limited.
Therefore, in the following sections, the effective width concept for
flat plates is discussed to provide background information for possible
future studies on the effective width of curved plates. Also, the
available studies on the effective width of curved plates are briefly
reviewed.
1. Flat Plates. For stiffened flat plates, which are supported
along both longitudinal edges, such as the upper flange of a hat
section, the stress distribution after buckling becomes nonuniform with
the maximum stress occurring along the supported edges. With the
application.of more load, the maximum edge stress increases until the
yield strength of the material is reached. At this point, the maximum
post-buckling strength of the plate is normally assumed to be reached. 28
Figure 2.7 illustrates the different stress distributions in the plate
as the load is progressively increased.
The effective width is defined as an imaginary width of plate, b ,
e
(as shown in Figure 2.8)28, which, when loaded with the maximum edge
stress, f , resists the same ultimate load as the full width plate
max
described above. In other words,
w




Because the actual stress distribution, f, across the full width of
the buckled plate is not easily determined, approximate methods are
employed to determine the effective width.
w'3= Fy
'Y< t2 <tcr [
.. , "" ,-;,., , "f2[ITID1nIIIIllJ f,
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Figure 2.7 Consecutive Stages of Stress Distribution in








Figure 2.8 Effective Width of a Stiffened Flat
Compression Element28
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27In 1932, von Karman suggested that the effective width, b , can
e
be approximated as the width of pla:te, which buckles just when the
compressive stress reaches the yield point of the material. Therefore,
based on this assumption, the effective width may be derived from the













lJ = 0.3 = elastic POisson's ratio
t = flat plate thickness
Based on an experimental .~nvestigation conducted by
much experience in the design f 28,30 h
a flat plates, t e constant, C,
W· 29 d~nter an
given in Equation (2.16) has been modified such that the revised
effective width equation is as follows:
be = 1.9t~:max [1-0.415(t/W)~:max ] (2.17)
29
An equation similar to Equation (2.17) was developed by Winter 29
for the effective width of unstiffened flat compress ion elements.
Unstiffened flat elements are supported along only one of the unloaded
edges while the other unloaded edge is free. This equation is
be = 0.8t): [1-0.202(t/W)): ] . (2.18)
max max
Add '· 1 h d dell U· . 32-34 h h d~t~ona researc con ucte at orne n~vers1ty as s own goo
agreement with Equation (2.18).
Equations (2.17) and (2.18) are replaced in the 1986 AlSI
Specification31 for buildings by a single equation which can be used for
both stiffened and unstiffened flat elements by specifying the value of
the buckling coefficient, k., of the respective flat element. The
effective width approach, as given in the 1986 Specification, is shown
below.
b =w when). < O. 673
e
b = pw when). > 0.673
e
in which:
b = effective width, in. (Fig. 2.8)
e
w = full width of compression element, in.





A is a slenderness factor determined as follows:
f =actual stress at the edge of compression element, ksi.
k =4.00 =buckling coefficient for stiffened flat elements; or
k = 0.43 = buckling coefficient for unstiffened flat elements
depending on the application.
2. Curved Plates. As stated earlier, the available research data on
the effective width of curved plates are limited. For values of Zb <
1610, Levy showed that on the basis of a theoretical analysis, the
effective width of curved plates is not appreciably different than for
flat plates. This is not surpris ing because for buckling
considerations, it has been shown in Section II.A that for Zb < 10 the
behavior of flat and curved plates is practically identical.
Based on test data collected by Ramberg et al. 35 for aluminum alloy






b = effective width of curved platee
b = circumference of curved plate
t = thickness of curved plate
31




k as determined in Ref. 2
c
It should be noted that the above equation is good for Zb ranges of
o to 10 and 24 to 32 and for effective width ratios, bib, in the range
e
35
of 0.45 to 1.0.
For effective width ratios less than approximately 0.45, the test
data obtained by Jackson and Hall 3 for aluminum alloy curved plates seem








K =buckling coefficient for flat plates, for a long plate
p
with clamped edges K = 6.3p
The data that form the basis for Equation (2.22) are obtained for 0 < Zb
< 125.
Gerard10 warned that Equations (2.21) and (2.22) should be used
with caution for Zb > 30 because of the limited range of Zb in the tested
specimens.
Another method for using the effective width concept to predict the
ultimate strength of curved panels is given by Sechler and Dunn13 and is
36
applied in similar form by Barton. For this method, the effective
32
width is defined in exactly the same manner as previously described for
flat plates with the same developed width. However, unlike flat plates,
curved panels are assumed to carry the critical buckling stress of a
complete cylinder (with the same thickness and radius as the panel) over
the width of panel between the assumed boundaries of the effective
width. The assumed post-buckled stress distribution is shown in Figure
2.9. 36 Thus the ultimate load carrying capacity. PI' is given by
. tota
Pt t 1 = b tf + (b - b )tfo a e max e c (2.23)
in which
be =effective width of curved plate determined in the same




max =maximum edge stress along the supported edge
=the critical buckling stress of a complete cylinder with
same thickness and radius as a curved panel
t =curved panel thickness
In Table 8.2 provided by Sechler,13 the results of tests performed
on aluminum curved panels at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
For values of Zb appreciably greater than
to the values predicted by Equation (2.23) with f set
max




was found to vary from 0 77 t 1 37
. 0.; however, in most cases the values,
of P and Pd'd d'total test ~ not ~ffer by more than 10 percent.
By using the data presented' th' 13~n ~s Table ,the range of Zb was
calculated to be 8.4 to 687.
33
this range (i. e., Zb > 1000), there seems to be little use for the
effective width concept because initial buckling and failure are
coincident. 16According to Levy, other studies of the post-buckling
strength of d 1 t . b K and T' 37,38curve p a es are g1ven y von arman S1en,
39 40 41 15
and Clemshaw, Newell, Ebner, and Wenzek.
E. CURVED PLATES SUBJECT TO SHEAR LOADING
Cox
1. Unreinforced Curved Plates. The buckling stress for an
unreinforced curved plate loaded primarily in shear, such as the curved
web of a beam, is considerably greater than the buckling stress for a
flat plate of the same dimensions. 42 Just as for the axial compression
of curved plates, the theoretical buckling stresses are usually greater
than those observed experimentally. The follOWing theoretical buckling
43
stress equation was derived by Batdorf ~ al. for the theoretical





in which K is a function of the length, circumference, radius, and
s
thickness of the curved plate.
An empirical equation has been proposed in ANC_S44 as:
2
t = __'IT_--=-- ECt/b)2K + K1ECt/R)
cr 12(l-112)
C2.25)
in which the first term represents the shear buckling stress for a flat
34
plate, and the last term the additional shear stress that the curved
plate can res ist because of its curvature. A value of K1 = O. 10 is
recommended. 44 The value of K is defined below.
Another approach for estimating the buckling stress of a curved
panel subject to shear loading is given by Gerard in Reference 4.
According to Gerard, if Zb < 30, the curved panel may be conservatively
assumed to buckle at the shear buckling stress of a flat element with
similar dimensions. In other words,
If Zb ~ 30,
t cr = (tcr)f'









= critical shear buckling stress of a curved panel




If alb> 1, K = 5.34 + 4(b/a)2
If alb < 1, K = 4.00 + 5.34(b/a)2
a = axial length of curved panel
b = circumferential width of curved panel
Zb = (b2/Rt»)0_\12)
35
It should be noted that the above equations were developed for
curved panels subject to pure shear loading such as would be obtained in
torsion. Also, each of the equations was developed for elastic
buckling. Obviously, some modification must be made for inelastic
buckling.
2. Longitudinally Stiffened Curved Plates. There has been some
study of curved plates with longitudinal stiffeners in which tp.e
" . ld,,42 1 htension f~e concept is emp oyed. In t e pure tension field
45
concept, as proposed by Wagner and Ballerstedt, the curved plate is
assumed to be completely flexible. Thus, its compressive strength is
considered negligible, and the curved plate is assumed to buckle freely
at an angle of 450 to the shear stress (i.e., the direction of maximum
compressive stress caused by pure shear). Because even very thin,
curved webs have appreciable in-plane stiffness, this assumption is
generally considered invalid. Thus a "semi-tension field" analysis is
normally employed in which the compressive stiffness of curved webs is
taken into consideration. Semi-empirical methods of analysis and design
for longitudinally stiffened curved webs are given by Kuhn and
G 'ff' 46r~ ~n.
36
III. STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR OF MEMBERS CONSISTING OF CURVED
ELEMENTS
A. GENERAL
Because of the extreme difficulty in the accurate analytical
prediction of the local buckling stress of curved elements, it seems
that any reasonable prediction equation must be empirical or at least
semi-empirical in nature. Thus, a series of tests have been performed
for sections containing either stiffened or unstiffened curved
elements. The stiffened curved elements were subjected to three
different loading conditions. They were: (1) uniform axial
compression, (2) bending, and (3) shear. Only the conditions of uniform
axial compression and bending were tested for the unstiffened curved
elements. A complete discussion of each of these tests is included in
Section I II. B.
Based on the results of these tests, semi-empirical methods have
been developed for the prediction of the local buckling stress of curved
elements. These methods are described in Section III.C.
B. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF CURVED ELEMENTS
1. Summary of All Curved Element Test Specimens. All of the
curved element specimens were formed by Wania Ornamental Wire and Iron
Co. in St. Louis, Missouri. A press brake operation, which employed a
series of circular II . "d'p~pe 1es, was used to form the curved elements.
The mechanical propert' f h' .1es 0 t e SlX mater1als used in these specimens
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are listed in Table 3.1. Figure B. 1 provides a comparison of the
stress-strain curves of each material as determined from longitudinal
compression coupon tests. Table 3.2 lists the nominal cross-sectional
dimensions for each type of specimen. The number of tests that have
been performed are given in Table 3.3. As shown in Table 3.3, a total of
127 specimens have been tested for the local buckling of curved
elements. Typical cross·sections for each type of specimen are shown in
Figures 3.1 through 3.4.
The specimen designation is best explained by the following
example. For the 80DKAS3-1 specimen, the first four characters
h AISI . 1 d' . 47represent t e mater~a es~gnat~on. The next two characters,
"AS", in this case, show that the specimen is fabricated from the "A"
profile (Figure 3.1) and that it is used as a ~tub column specimen. If
an "I" follows these two characters, that signifies that the specimen is
used to determine the interaction between the local buckling of the flat
and curved elements in that particular specimen. The following digit
represents the flange curvature (for instance, "3" signifies R = 2 in.
for the AS3 profile, see Table 3.2). Finally, the last digit designates
the specimen number for each type of section. Note that, for the ~wo
50XF materials, the nominal thickness (in thousandths of an inch) is
also included in the specimen designation (in parenthesis) to
distinguish between the two materials.
The radii of the curved flanges were measured by two different
methods, depending on the curvature. For the relatively flat curvatures
(R > 4 in.), the curvature was measured by first tracing the outline of
the curve and then graphically determining the radius. For the sharper
Table 3.1 Material Properties and Thicknesses of Six
Sheet Steels Used for Curved Element Tests
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Material (Fpr) c (Fy)c (Fy)t (Fu \ Elongation t
Designation (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (~{, ) (in. )
80XF 77 .1 89.4 88.3 98.7 22.8 0.082
50XF(78) 49.1 63.6 57.2 66.5 27.3 0.078
80SK 53.0 75.4 82.2 88.8 12.7 0.061
80DK 45.9 54.1 58.2 87.6 25.7 0.048
50XF(39) 41.4 58.9 54.2 63.1 33.3 0.039
30SK 16.4 26.8 26.5 44.7 45.7 0.030
Notes:
-
1) (Fpr)c and (Fy)c are based on longitudinal compression
coupon tests.
2) (Fy)t' (Fu)t' and Elongation are determined from longitudinal
tension coupon tests.
3) Elongation was measured over a 2-in. gage length.
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Table 3.2 Nominal Dimensions of Test Specimens Consisting
of Curved Elements
Specimen R b Length Load Type
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
ASI 15 4.01 13 Compression
AS2 3.5 4.26 13 Compression
AS3 2 6.29 13 Compression
ASIl 15 4.01 13 Compression
ASI2 3.5 4.26 13 Compression
ASI3 2 6.29 13 Compression
ABl 15 4.01 60 Bending
AB2 3.5 4.26 60 Bending
AB3 2 6.29 60 Bending
BSl 15 4.01 13 Compression
BS2 3.5 4.26 13 Compression
BS3 2 6.29 13 Compression
BVI 15 4.01 30 Shear
BV2 3.5 4.26 30 Shear
BV3 2 6.29 30 Shear
CSI 4 2.02 12 Compression
CS2 1. 25 2.32 12 Compression
CS3 1 3.14 12 Compression
CSIl 4 2.02 12 Compression
CSI2 1.25 2.32 12 Compression
CSI3 1 3.14 12 Compression
CBl 4 2.02 60 Bending
CB2 1. 25 2.32 60 Bending
CB3 1 3.14 60 Bending
DB1 2 3.14 60 Bending
DB2 2 4.19 60 Bending




30SK 50XF(39) 50XF(78) BOSK BODK BOXF Total
ASI 2 2 2 2 B
AS2 1 1 1 1 4
AS3 1 1 1 1 4
ASIl 0 1 1 1 3
ASI2 1 1 1 1 4
ASI3 1 1 1 1 4
ABI 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
AB2 1 1 1 1 1 1 6AB3 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
BSI 1 1 2BS2 1 1 2BS3 1 1 2
BVI I I 1 1 4BV2 1 1 1 1 4BV3 1 1 1 41
CSI 1 1 2 2 9CS2 1 21 1 1 I 6CS3 1 1 11 I 1 1 I 6
CSIl 1 1 0CSI2 0 1 0 31 I 1CSI3 1 1 1 61 1 1 1 1 1 6
CBI 1 1 1CBI 1 1 1 61 1CB3 1 1 1 1 61 1 1 1 1 1 6
DBI I IDB2 1 1 1 1 51 1 I 1 5
TOTAL 23 24





































Figure 3.3 Nominal Dimensions of CS, CSI, and CB Profiles
b
Figure 3.4 Nominal Dimensions of DB Profiles
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curvatures, the radii could be more accurately determined by measuring
the arc and chord lengths of the flanges and then computing the radii
based on these values.
2. Stiffened Curved Elements.
a. Description of Stub Column Tests for Initial Stiffened Curved
Element Failure - AS Specimens.
i. Specimens. Because of a limited supply of specimens, both the
AS and BS profiles were used for the stiffened curved element stub
column tests. As shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the AS and BS profiles
are identical except for the lower flange stiffeners. Table 3.3 lists
the type of profile used for each material. As shown in Table 3.3, a
minimum of one test has been performed for each material and curvature.
Table 3.2 lists the three different curvatures of the curved flanges (R
= 2, 3.5, or 15 in.). The three curvatures of the AS specimens may be
compared in Figure 3.5. Table A.1 provides the measured cross sectional
dimensions of the AS specimens. A total of 22 specimens were tested for
the initial buckling of stiffened curved elements. Because the AS and
BS profiles are identical, as far as the curved elements are concerned,
all of the stub column specimens for initial buckling of stiffened
b f d "AS" .curved elements will, henceforth, e re erre to as spec~mens.
AS stub columns were approximately 13 in. long.
The
As shown in Figure 3.6, the AS specimens were fabricated by
connecting the unstiffened flat flanges of two identical "hat"
sections. Vertical bracing (3/4 X 3/4 X 1/8 in.) was attached to the
flat webs in order to prevent premature web buckling. Each brace was








Figure 3.5 Comparison of Three Curvatures of Stiffened
Curved Elements
Figure 3.6 Typical Cross Section for the AS Stub Column Specimens
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upper and lower bolt holes were elongated so that no load could be
transferred from the web to the bracing. Also, a thin layer of aluminum
foil, coated with wn-40, was placed between each brace and the web.
Using this procedure, it was impossible for the bracing to carry any
appreciable load.
The ends of the AS stub column specimens were milled flat and
parallel, with their longitudinal axis perpendicular to the milled
ends. Flatness of the ends was checked by placing the stub columns on a .
flat, level surface and observing any rocking or light that might be
visible between the specimen and the flat surface. If the ends were not
found to be flat, the milling procedure was repeated until the ends were
made as flat as possible.
ii. Strain Measurements. A total of twelve strain gages were used
to measure strains at midheight of the stub column specimens. The gage
locations are shown in Figure 3.7. The critical buckling stress for the
curved elements was determined by using the modified strain reversal
method (described in Ref. 48) for the strain output of the paired gages
located in the middle of each flange. According to the strain reversal
method, buckling is obtained when the magnitude of the strain recorded
from one of the paired gages begins to decrease.
Additional strain gages were placed at the edge of the curved
elements so that the average strains associated with buckling could be
measured. All of the strain gages were used in the procedure for
aligning the specimens.
iii. Waving and Deformation Measurements. Out-of-plane waving of








Figure 3.7 Location of Strain Gages for
AS Stub Column Specimens
Figure 3.8 Test Setup for AS and ASI Stub Column Specimens
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each flange. At each point, the wave deformation was measured by a
horizontally mounted linear variable differential transformer (LVDT)
that was attached to a moveable vertical stand. The heigth of the LVDT
was adjusted by sliding along the vertical stand. Figure 3.8 shows the
completed test setup for the measurement of waving. In order to measure
waving of both curved flanges, the base of the stand was placed in a
slotted block adjacent to each flange. The widths of the slots were
such that the vertical stand base fit snuggly in the slot and thus no
torsional rotation of the stand could occur. The purpose of the slotted
blocks was to maintain a fixed reference point from which waving could
be measured.
Before testing, the LVDT (with vertical stand base in the slotted
block) was oriented such that its axis was perpendicular to the desired
flange; the slotted block was then clamped to the base of the testing
machine. After clamping, the vertical stand could be moved to the other
flange and the same procedure repeated there. Using the above
procedure, both the wave depth and shape could be determined for any
load level. Wave readings, taken at a small preload, were particularly
useful as a measure of initial imperfection of the curved elements.
Wave readings were recorded at four typical levels for each of the
stub column tests: (1) at the beginning of each test (under a slight
preload), (2) at approximately half the predicted failure load, (3)
shortly after initial buckling of the first curved flange, and (4) at
overall failure of the specimen. In many cases, (3) and (4) occurred
simultaneously such that only one set of readings was possible at
failure.
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Also, lateral deflection at midheight of one of the curved flanges
and cross head movement were recorded at load level. These measurements
were used to monitor the overall performance of the specimen and to
check the appropriate instrumentation.
iv. Equipment and Testing Procedure. All but five of the AS stub
column specimens were tested in the 120,000 pound capacity Tinius Olsen
testing machine located in the Engineering Research Laboratory at UMR.
Figure 3.9 shows the testing machine along with the remaining equipment
used in the stub column tests. The five remaining specimens, because of
their relatively high expected failure load, were tested in a 200,000
pound capacity Tinius Olsen testing machine located in the Materials
Laboratory of the Civil Engineering Building at UMR. The accompanying
equipment was exactly the same as shown in Figure 3.9.
An Electronics/Ltd., 40 channel data acquisition system (Figure
3.10) was used to measure the strain gage output. An additional
acquisition system (Figure 3.11) measured the load output from the
Tinius Olsen machine and the waving from the LVnT. An IBM Personal
Computer (Figure 3.12) was used to coordinate the electronic equipment
and store the load, strain, and wave output at each load level.
Before fabrication, each of the paired A profiles were measured
indiVidually as described in Section III B
. .1. Once measured, the hat
sections were connected as previOUsly described, and their ends milled
flat. After attaching the strain gages, the stub column was placed in
the Tinius Olsen machine.
Flat, hardened steel base plates provided the
bearing surface for the ends of the specimens. The strains were made
uniform over the stub column cross section by the following procedure.
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Figure 3.10 40 Channel, Electronics/Ltd. Data Acquisition System
VI
o
Figure 3.11 Data Acquisition System




First, a small preload was applied and the resulting strains recorded
for all strain gages. If necessary, thin layers of aluminum foil were
added to the ends of the stub columns in the regions of low strain. This
procedure was repeated until the strain distribution was essentially
uniform over the cross section.
Next, the slotted blocks, which were used in the measurement of
waving, were positioned and then clamped to the lower plate of the
Tinius Olsen machine. The test setup is shown in Figure 3.8. At this
point the test was ready to begin.
As mentioned earlier, the load was applied by either a 120,000 or
200,000 pound capacity Tinius Olsen testing machine. The load
increments were such that a minumum of ten load levels were measured
before failure of the specimen. Between load levels, the load was
increased very slowly so that any strain rate effect on the mechanical
properties was negligible. Once the desired load level was reached, the
load was held constant for a period of time to allow the specimen to
stabilize.
At each load level, load and the corresponding strains were
recorded and stored by the computer. Wave readings were measured by the
LVDT as described in Section III.B.2.a.ii at the beginning of the test,
at approximately one-half of the failure load, and at or close to
failure of the specimen. Between wave readings, a stationary dial gage,
placed near midheight of one of the curved flanges, was used to monitor
the movement of the flange. Also measured at each load level was the
cross head movement. The ultimate load was taken directly from the
Tinius Olsen machine as the maximum load that the specimen could
withstand.
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v. Typical Failure Modes. Two types of failure modes occurred for
the stiffened curved elements. For the flatter curvatures of the
stiffened curved elements, local buckling normally occurred in the
elastic range (or just slighty into the inelastic range). The resulting
failure mode was in the form of a diamond. This type of failure seems
reasonable since the diamond buckle pattern is commonly observed for
cylinders with relatively large R/t ratios. The failure was very sudden
with a sharp drop in the load withstood by the specimen. " "A loud pop
accompanied the elastic buckling failure. Figure 3.13 shows a typical
failure of this type.
A wrinkling type of failure was observed for the highly curved
elements that failed well into the inelastic range. As might be
expected, the failure was much more gradual than the diamond buckling
mode. Figure 3.14 shows a typical wrinkling failiure. Again, this type
of failure is not unexpected since the wrinkling (or "ring") mode of
failure occurs for cylinders with relatively small R/t values. 49 Table
3.4 provides a summary of th f 'I d f
e a~ ure mo es in the curved elements a
each AS specimen.
Very little, if any, waving of the stiffened curved elements
occurred before initial buckling, A possible physical explanation of
the relatively small waving of curved elements 1 t
, as compared to f a
elements of similar dimensions, ;s the
• increased stiffness transverse
A typical plot
to the length of the element prov;ded by
• the curvature.
of waving along the I'dong~tu inal axis of a stiffened curved element is
































Inelastic failure indicates that the average stress upon local
buckling exceeded the proportional limit of that particular
material. Elastic failure, on the other hand, indicates that
the average stress at local buckling was less than the
proportional limit of that particular material.
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As mentioned earlier, the cross head movement of the Tinius Olsen
calculations, the cross head movement was monitored in order to detect
the onset of any nonlinear behavior in the specimen. As expected,
buckling of the curved flanges occurred soon after the beginning of
nonlinear cross head movement. Figure B. 3 shows a typical plot of load
versus cross head movement.
b. Description of Stub Column Tests for the Interaction Between
Stiffened Flat and Curved Elements - ASI Specimens.
i. Specimens. The ASI stub column test specimens for the
interaction between stiffened curved and flat elements are identical to
the AS specimens. The only exception is the omission of the vertical
bracing that was attached to the flat webs to prohibit their buckling.
Therefore, in some cases, the flat webs of the ASI specimens actually
buckled before the curved elements. The interaction between the local
buckling of stiffened flat and curved elements could be observed as a
result of these tests. The number of tests performed for each material
and curvature is shown in Table 3.3. As shown, a total of 11 ASI stub
column tests were performed. Table 3.2 lists the three basic radii of
the curved flanges (R =2,3.5) or 15 in.). The three curvatures of the
ASI specimens may be compared in Figure 3.5. Table A.2 provides the
measured cross sectional dimensions for the ASI specimens.
Just as for the AS stub columns) the ends of the ASI stub column
specimens were milled flat and parallel, with their longitudinal axis
perpendicular to the milled ends. Fl k d by
atness of the ends was chec e
placing the stub columns on a flat, level surface and observing any
rocking or light that might be visible between the specimen and the flat
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surface. If the ends were not found to be flat, the milling procedure
was repeated until the ends were made as flat as possible.
ii. Strain Measurements. A total of sixteen strain gages were
used to measure strains at midheight of the stub column specimens. The
gage locations are shown in Figure 3.15. Note the addition of paired
strain gages to either side of the flat element as well as on the curved
element. Using these gages, the critical buckling stress of any of the
elements could be determined by . using the modified strain reversal
method (described in Ref. 48).
Additional strain gages were placed at the edge of the curved
elements so that the average strains associated with buckling could be
measured. All of the strain gages were used in the procedure for
aligning the specimens.
iii. Waving and Deformation Measurements. Out-of-plane waving ~f
the curved flanges was recorded at twelve points along the middle of
each flange. At each point, the wave deformation was measured by a
horizontally mounted linear variable differential transformer CLVDT)
using the same procedure as previously described for the AS stub column
specimens. The cross head movement was also recorded at each load
level.
iv. Equipment and Testing Procedure. Exactly the same equipment
and testing procedure was used for the ASI stub column tests as was
previously described for the AS stub columns. The test setup for the









Figure 3.15 Location of Strain Gages on ASI Stub Column Specimens
Figure 3.16 Typical Diamond Buckle in an ASI1 Stub Column Specimen
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v. Typical Failure Modes. Before buckling of the curved element,
distinct waves could be felt in the flat webs along the length of the
specimen. Also, buckling of the flat element could be seen in the
output of the paired strain gages. Even though the flat webs were
buckled, the total load resisted by the cross section continued to
increase until the critical buckling stress of a curved element was
obtained. At that point (or very soon after), total collapse of the
cross section occurred and the section could not withstand any further
increase in load.
The failure modes for the curved elements was practically
identical to those observed in the previously tested AS stub columns.
In other words, a diamond buckling pattern was observed for those curved
elements that failed in the elastic range (or just slightly into the
inelastic range). A typical failure that was initiated by diamond
buckling is shown in Fig. 3.16. The curved elements that failed at
stresses well into the inelastic range exhibited a "wrinkling" mode of
failure at their ends. Figure 3.17 shows a typical failure that was
initiated by a wrinkling failure in the curved elements. The failure
mode that occurred for each ASI specimen is given in Table 3.5.
Upon collapse of the ASI3 stub columns, the buckled wave of the
flat element spread into the curved element until an angle of
approximately thirty degrees was obtained between the flat web and a
tangent to the curved element. Because an angle greater than thirty
degrees already existed between the flat and curved elements of the ASIl
and ASI2 specimens, no such movement of the flat element into the curved
element occurred. The failure modes 6f the ASI1, ASI2, and ASI3
specimens may be compared in Fig. 3.18.
Figure 3.17 Typical Wrinkling Failure in an
ASI3 Stub Column Specimen
Figure 3.18 Comparison of Failure Modes in the ASI Specimens
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Inelastic failure indicates that the average stress upon local
buckling exceeded the proportional limit of that particular
material. Elastic failure, on the other hand, indicates that
the average stress at local buckling was less than the
proportional limit of that particular material.
c.
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D 't' f Beam Tests for Stiffened Curved Elements·escrJ.p J.on 0
The
AB Specimens.
i. Specimens. As shown in Figure 3.1, the AB profile is the same
basic section as used for the AS stub column, except that only half of
the stub column cross section is tested as a beam. Table 3.2 lists the
three basic radii of the curved flanges (R=2, 3.5, or 15 in.).
three curvatures of the AB beam specimens may be compared in Figure
3.19. The measured dimensions of the AB beam specimens are provided in
Table A. 3. As shown in Table 3.3, one test has been performed for each
material and curvature. A total of 18 AB beam tests were performed.
The length of the beam specimens is 60 in.
if. Strain Measurements. A minimum of six foil strain gages were
used to measure strains at midspan of the AB beam specimens. The gage
locations are shown in Figure 3.20. Additional paired strain gages were
attached along the centerline of the ABI curved flanges at points
halfway between midspan and the inner load points of the beams. These
gages were added to detect any early signs of buckling away from
midspan. Again, the critical buckling stress was determined by using
the modified st~ain reversal method for the strain output of the paired
gages located along the centerline of the compression flanges. Because
of the relatively short wavelength of the AB2 and AB3 specimens, it was
Virtually impOssible to detect buckling from the strain gage output and
thus, no additional paired gages were attached to these specimens. The
gages on the tension flanges of all the AB specimens were used to check




Figure 3.19 Comparison of Three Curvatures of AB Beam Specimens
5 6
Figure 3.20 Location of Strain Gages on AB Beam Specimens
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iii. Waving and Deformation Measurements. Because of the beam
deflection, no practical method could be obtained for measuring t.he
waving of the curved flanges. The beam deflection under both tension
flanges was measured at midspan by dial gages.
iv. Equipment and Testing Procedure. The same data acquisition
system and Tinius Olsen testing machine were used as previously
described for the AS stub column tests. As shown in Figure 3.21, the
load was applied to the webs of the beam specimens at their quarter
points. T-sections were used to transmit the load to the web. Six 1/4-
in. dia., high strength bolts connected each T-section to the beam webs.
A closeup of the T-sections is shown in Figure 3.22.
As mentioned earlier, the load was applied by a Tinius Olsen
testing machine. The load increments were such that a minimum of ten
load levels were measured before failure of the specimens. Between load
levels, the load was increased very slowly such that any strain rate
effect on the mechanical properties was negligible. Once the desired
load level was reached, the load was held constant for a period of time
to allow the specimen to stabilize. At each load level, the load and
corresponding strains were measured and stored by the computer. Also,
the beam deflection was measured at each load level. The ultimate load
was taken directly from the Tinius Olsen machine as the maximum load
that the specimen could withstand.
v. Typical Failure Modes. Failure of the stiffened curved
elements subject to bending was quite similar to the failure observed in
the previous ly tested AS stub co lumns. In other words, a diamond
buckling pattern was again observed for those curved elements that
Figure 3.21 Test Setup for AB Beam Specimens
Figure 3.22 Closeup of T-Sections Used to Apply Load




failed in the elastic range or just into the inelastic range. However,
the diamond buckling mode seemed to occur at slightly higher stress
levels than in the stub columns. The reason for this is believed to be
the more favorable stress distribution caused by bending. A typical
diamond buckling failure is shown in Figure 3.23. As expected, the
curved elements that failed well into the inelastic range failed by the
previous ly discussed "wrinkling" mode. Figure 3.24 shows a typical
wrinkling mode of faliure. The failure modes of the ABl, AB2, and AB3
specimens may be compared in Figure 3.25. Table 3.6 prOVides a summary
of the curved element failure mode for each of the AB specimens.
As earlier mentioned, deflection of the beam was measured at
midspan for each load level. Beam deflection was monitored in order to
ensure that the load was applied uniformly across the specimen and to
detect the onset of any nonlinear behavior in the beam. As expected,
buckling of the curved flanges occurred soon after the begining of
nonlinear load-deflection behavior. A typical plot of load versus
deflection is shown in Figure B.4.
d. Description of Beam Tests for Stiffened Curved Elements -
DB Specimens.
Specimens. The DB beam profile is shown in Figure 3.4. The
purpose of these specimens is to determine the effect of sloped webs
when used in conjunction with a stiffened curved compression flange. As
shown in Table 3.2, only one radius is used for the DB specimens, with
the difference in the t t .
wo ypes of speC1mens being the arc length of the
curved elment (8 = 45 0 600 ) A .
or . ga1n, the length of the beam specimens
is 60 in. The number of t t f
es s or each material and curvature are shown
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Figure 3.23 Typical Diamond Buckle in an AB Beam Specimen
Figure 3.24 Typical Wrinkling Failure in an AB Beam Specimen
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80XFABl-l Diamond Elastic50XF(78 )ABl-l Diamond Inelastic80SKABl-l Diamond Inelastic80DKABl-l Diamond Elastic50XF(39)ABl-l Diamond Elastic30SKABl-l Diamond Inelastic
Note:
Inelastic failure indicates that the maximum stress in the
curved element at local buckling, as computed by Me/I,
exceeded the proportional limit of that particular material.
Elastic failure, on the other hand, indicates that the maximum
stress at local buckling was less than the proportional limit of
that particular material.
Figure 3.25 Comparison of Failure Modes for AB Beam Tests
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DBl DB2
Figure 3.26 Comparison of DB! and DB2 Beam Profiles
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in Table 3.3. As shown, a total of 10 DB beam tests were performed. The
two different profiles, DB1 and DB2, may be compared in Figure 3.26.
Table A.4 provides the measured dimensions of the DB specimens.
iL Strain Measurements. Six foil strain gages were used to
measure strains at midspan of the beam specimens. The gage locations
are shown in Figure 3.27. Because of the very short buckled wavelengths
of these specimens, no buckling was ever observed from the strain gage
output.' The strain gages were useful, however, for the determinat ion of
the neutral axis location and also to observe any tilting or nonuniform
loading of the specimen.
iii. Waving and Deformation Measurements. Again, because of the
beam deflection, no practical method could be obtained for measuring the
waVing of the curved flanges. As shown in Figure 3.28, the beam
deflection under both tension flanges was measured at midspan by dial
gages.
iv. Equipment and Testing Procedure. The same equipment and test
procedure was used for the DB beam tests as for the previous ly described
AB beam tests. Figure 3.18 shows an overall view of the DB beam test
setup. A 3/8-in. thick "cap", formed to match the slope of the flat
webs, was used to apply the load to the DB beam specimens. A closeup of
the load plate is shown in Figure 3.29.
v. TyPical Failure Modes. Because of the relatively large
curvature in the DB beam specimens, the failure was, in all cases, well
into the inelastic range. Therefore, as expected, the failure mode was
of the wrinkling type which was previously discussed for the AB beam
specimens. Failure of the DB2 beams was practically identical to that
Figure 3.27 Location of Strain Gages for DB Beam Specimens
Figure 3.28 Test Setup for DB Beam Specimens
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Figure 3.29 Closeup of Load Plate for DB Beam Specimens
Figure 3.30 Comparison of Failure Modes of DB Beam Specimens
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seen in the curved element of the AB3 beams. However, failure of some
of the OBI specimens seemed to be initiated at the sloped, flat web to
curved element J'unct;on. The tw d f f '1 b~ 0 mo es 0 a~ ure may e compared in
Figure 3,30. The reason for initiation of failure at this point seems
to be the relatively large angle of the flat web to the vertical
o(approx. 45). Thus, it seems that, based on these few tests, an angle
o
of 60 between the web and the horizontal is necessary to ensure
stability of the web-curved flange junction.
Again, beam deflection was monitored in order to ensure that the
load was applied uniformly across the specimen and to detect the onset
of any nonlinear behavior in the beam. As expected, buckling of the
curved flanges occurred soon after the beginning of nonlinear load-
deflection behavior. A typical plot of load versus deflection is shown
in Figure B.4.
e. Description of Shear Tests for Curved Webs - BV Specimens
i. Specimens. The BV shear specimens were fabricated by attaching
two identical B profiles (Figure 3.2) as shown in Figure 3.31. A 5-1/2
in. wide by 14 in. long cover plate, cut from the 80XF material, was
attached to the top and bottom flanges by 1/4 in. diameter bolts. The
bolts were spaced at 1-1/4 in. apart along the length of the specimen
and 1 in. apart across the flange. As shown in Table 3.2, three basic
radii of the curved flanges (R = 2, 3.5, or 15 in.) were tested. The
three different curvatures may be compared in Figure 3.32. The number
of tests performed for each material and curvature is given in Table
3.3. A total of 12 BV shear tests were performed. The length of the
h 0 ' Table A.S prOVides the measured crosss eat specimens is 3 w.
sectional dimensions of the BV specimens.
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Figure 3.31 Typical BV Shear Specimen
BV1 BV2 BV3
Figure 3.32 Comparison of Three Web Curvatures of BV Shear Specimens
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ii. Strain Measurements. Ten foil strain gages were attached to
the BV specimens. The strain gage locations for one side of a BV shear
specimen are shown in Figure 3.33. As shown, paired gages were attached
to the curved webs midway between the interior load point and the
supports. These gages were oriented at 45 0 to the longitudinal axis,
such that an estimate of the shear stress could be measured. Single
gages were also attached to the tension flanges at midspan. These gages
were used to check the bending stress distribution and to detect any
nonuniformity of loading.
iii. Waving and Deformation Measurements. Because of the nature
of the shear tests, no practical method could be devised to measure
waving of the curved webs. Deflection at midspan was measured by
stationary dial gages under both tension flanges.
iv. Equipment and Testing Procedure. The same data acquisition
system and Tinius Olsen testing machine were used as previously
described for the AS stub column tests. As shown in Figures 3.33 and
3.34, a single concentrated load was applied at midspan. In order to
minimize the potential for web crippling, a 5 in. wide bearing plate was
used at midspan and 4 in. wide bearing plates were used at the
reactions. The distance between the supports was 18 in. Thus, there
was a clear distance between the inner and support bearing plates of 4.5
in. Wood blocks, cut to fit the inner profile of each individual
specimen, were placed inside the specimen at the load points. The
location of the blocks is shown in Figure 3.34.
T ' 1 F'l Modes A total of four different types ofiv. yp1ca a1 ure .
f '1 d d f r the BV specimens. The failure mode of eacha1 ure mo es occurre 0
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Figure 3.33 Location of Strain Gages on One Side of
a BV Shear Specimen
......
00
Figure 3.34 Setup for BV Shear Tests
Figure 3.35 Comparison of Failure Modes for BV Shear Tests
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of the tested specimens is listed in column (4) of Table 3.21. As
shown, the "y" failure mode desi~nates those specimens that failed by
shear buckling only. For these specimens, there was no other sign of
damage in the collapsed section. The failure contained an inward buckle
at I f 'I 45 0 to thean ang e 0 approx~mate y longitudinal axis of the
section. As shown in Table 3.21, this type of failure normally occurred
for the flatter curvatures of the BY specimens. A typical "y " failure
is illustrated in the 30SKBY1-1 specimen (R=15 in.) in Figure 3.35. The
observed mode of failure for each shear specimen is listed in column (4)
of Table 3.21.
The "we" failure mode describes those sections that failed
entirely by local deformation directly under the interior load. This
type of failure seems to be similar to web crippling as normally defined
for flat webs. Obviously, the test data from these tests are of limited
value for the prediction of shear buckling. However, it is extremely
important to note the possible modes of failure that may occur in curved
webs at loads much less than those required to cause shear buckling.
The failure designated by "we + y" indicates that, for these
specimens, there was evidence of both web crippling "we" and a shear
f 'I "y'" th d .a~ ure ~n e teste spec~men. In other words, at failure, there
was considerable deformation directly under the interior bearing plate;
however, there also was a fully developed shear buckle oriented at 45 0
to the longitudinal axis of the specimen. For these specimens, the
influence of web crippling on the shear buckling load is uncertain.
The final mode of failure is designated as "Wey". For these
specimens, the failure seemed to be as a result of a direct interaction
between web crippling and shear.
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The failure always occurred
immediately adjacent to the interior bearing
resulted in what seemed to be a "wrinkling"
plate. The failure
type of failure as
previously described for the axial collapse of highly curved stiffened
elements. The wrinkle occurred at an angle of approximately 600 to the
longitudinal axis of the specimen. Because of the obvious effect of the
localized bearing stresses under the interior load plate, the results of
these tests again are of limited value for the prediction of shear
buckling. A typical "wcv" failure may be seen in the 30SKBV3-1 specimen
(R=2 in.) shown in Figure 3.35.
3. Unstiffened Curved Elements.
a. Description of Stub Column Tests for Initial Unstiffened
Curved Element Failure - CS Specimens.
i. Specimens. The CS stub columns were fabricated from two
"channel" type sections. Self-tapping screws (fF14 X 3/4-in.) were used
to connect the channels. Three vertical columns of fasteners, spaced 2
in. apart vertically, were used to connect the flat webs of the CS
specimens. The outer columns of fasteners were placed as close as
practicable to the edge of the web. Using exactly the same procedure as
previously described for the AS stub column specimens, vertical bracing
(3/4 X 314 X 1/8 in.) was attached to the flat web in order to prevent
premature web buckling. Figure 3.36 shows a fabricated CS stub column
specimen.
Table 3.2 lists the three different curvatures of the curved
flanges (R = 2, 3.5, 15 in.). The curvatures may be compared in Figure
3.37. As shown in Table 3.3, a minimum of one test has been performed
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Figure 3.37 Comparison of Three Profiles for Unstiffened
Curved Element Tests
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for each material and curvature. A total of 21 specimens were tested
for the initial buckling of unstiffened curved elements. The CS stub
columns were approximately 12 in. long. The measured cross sectional
dimensions of the CS specimens are provided in Table A.6.
Just as for the AS stiffened curved element specimens, the ends of
the CS stub columns were milled flat and parallel, with their
longitudinal axis perpendicular to the milled ends. Flatness of the
ends was checked by placing the stub columns on a flat, level surface
and observing any rocking or light that might be visible between the
specimen and the flat surface. If the ends were not found to be flat,
the milling procedure was repeated until the ends were made as flat as
possible.
ii. Strain Measurements. Fourteen foil strain gages were used to
measure strains at midheight of the stub column specimens. The gage
locations are shown in Figure 3.38. The critical buckling stress for
the curved elements was found by using the modified strain reversal
method for the strain output of the paired gages located on each side of
the flange tips.
Additional strain gages were placed at or close to the webs of the
specimens so that the average strains associated with buckling could be
measured. All of the strain gages were used in the procedure for
aligning the specimens.
iii. Waving and Deformation Measurements. Out-of-plane waving of
the curved flange tips was recorded at thirteen points along the length
of each flange. Waving was measured using the same equipment and
procedure as previously described for the AS stub column specimens.
Figure 3.38 Location of Strain Gages on CS and CSI
Stub Column Specimens
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In addition to waving,
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cross head movement and lateral
displacement of one of the curved flange tips were recorded by
stationary dial gages at each load level. The readings from these dial
gages were used only to monitor the performance of the stub column
during testing.
iv. Equipment and Testing Procedure. The equipment and testing
procedure of the CS stub columns were identical to that used in the
previously described AS stub column tests. All but four of the CS s~ub
column specimens were tested in the 120,000 pound capacity Tinius Olsen
testing machine located in the Engineering Research Laboratory at UMR.
Figure 3.9 shows the testing machine along with the remaining equipment
used in the stub column tests. The four remaining specimens, because of
their relatively high expected failure load, were tested in a 200,000
pound capacity Tinius Olsen testing machine located in the Materials
Laboratory of the Civil Engineering Building at UMR. The accompanying
equipment was exactly the same as shown in Figure 3.9.
v. Typical Failure Modes. The CS3 and CS2 specimens typically
exhibited very little, if any, waving of the free edge of the curved
element prior to initial buckling. In all cases, the magnitude of the
wave depth was less than the respective thickness of the materials.
Figure 3.39 shows the buckled flange of a typical specimen.
The CS1 specimens also showed very little waving before initial
buckling. However, after initial buckling and before the ultimate load,
waving of the curved flange tips became much more pronounced. Figure
3.40 shows the buckled configuration of a CS1 specimen at its ultimate
load. A typical wave pattern, as measured by the LVDT at close to
failure, is shown in Figure B.S.
Figure 3.39 Typical Failure of the CS3 and CS2
Stub Column Specimens
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Figure 3.40 Typical Failure of the CSI Stub Column Specimens
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Again, movement of the Tinius Olsen cross head was recorded at each
load level. The cross head movement was monitored in order to detect
the onset of any nonlinear behavior in the specimen. As expected,
buckling of the curved flanges occurred soon after the beginning of
nonlinear cross head movement. Figure B.3 shows a typical plot of load
versus cross head movement.
b. Description of Stub Column Tests for the Interaction Between
Stiffened Flat and Unstiffened Curved Elements - CSI Specimens.
i. Specimens. The CSI stub column specimens for the interaction
between stiffened curved and flat elements are identical to the CS
specimens. The only exception is that the vertical bracing that was
attached to the flat web was omitted. Thus, for the CSI specimens, the
flat web actually buckled before the curved elements. The interaction
between the local buckling of stiffened flat and unstiff.ened curved
elements was observed as a result of these tests. The number of tests
performed for each material and curvature is shown in Table 3.3. As
shown, a total of 15 tests have been performed for the CSI specimens.
Table 3.2 lists the three basic radii of the curved flanges (R = 2, 3.5,
or 15 in.). The three curvatures may be compared in Figure 3.37. Table
A.7 provides the measured dimensions of the CST cross sections.
ii. Strain Measurements. Just as for the CS specimens, fourteen
foil strain gages were used to measure strains at midheight of the stub
column specimens. The gage locations are identical to the CS specimens
as shown in Figure 3.38. The critical buckling stress for the curved
elements was found by using the modified strain reversal method for the
strain output of the paired gages located on each side of the flange
tips.
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Additional strain gages were placed at or close to the webs of the
specimens so that the average strains associated with buckling could be
measured. All of the strain gages were used in the procedure for
aligning the specimens.
iii. Waving and Deformation Measurements. Out-of-plane waving of
the curved flange tips was recorded at thirteen points along the length
of each flange. Waving was measured using the same equipment and
procedure as previously described for the AS stub column specimens.
In addition to waving, cross head movement and lateral
displacement of one of the curved flange tips was recorded by stationary
dial gages at each load level. The readings from these dial gages were
used only to monitor the performance of the stub column during testing.
iv. Equipment and Testing Procedure. The equipment and testing
procedure of the CSI stub columns were identical to that used in the
previously described CS stub column tests.
v. Typical Failure Modes. As far as the unstiffened curved
elements are concerned, their failure modes were practically identical
to the previously described CS specimens. After initial buckling of the
web, the overall cross section remained stable with very little waving
of the curved flange tips until the critical stress of the curved
elements was reached. At that load (or very near this load), the
ultimate load was obtained for the CS3 and CS2 specimens. For the CSI
specimens, there was a slight amount of post-buckling strength which was
accompanied by significant waving of the curved flanges.
c. Description of Beam Tests for Unstiffened Curved Elements -
CB Specimens.
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i. Specimens. The CB beam profile is exactly the same as the CS
and CSI profiles. Table 3.2 lists the three basic radii of the curved
flanges (R = 1, 1.25, or 4 in.). The three curvatures may be compared in
Figure 3.37. As shown in Table 3.3, one test has been performed for
each material and curvature. A total of 18 CB beam tests were
performed. The length of the beam specimens is 60 in. Tab Ie A. 8
provides the measured cross sectional dimensions of the CB specimens.
b. Strain Measurements. Ten foil strain gages were used to
measure strains at midspan of the beam specimens. The gage locations
are shown in Figure 3.41. Again, the critical buckling stress was
determined by using the modified strain reversal method for the strain
output of the paired gages located on the compression flange tips.
Additional gages were placed on the compression flange in order to
measure the strain distribution across the flange. The 'gages on the
tension flange were used to determine the location of the neutral axis
and also to detect any tilting of the cross section.
iii. Waving and Deformation Measurements. As shown in Figure
3.42, the beam deflection under both tension flanges was measured at
midspan by a dial gage. Also, the lateral movement of the upper portion
of the web was monitored by a stationary dial gage. Because of the beam
deflection, no practical method could be obtained for measuring the
waving of the curved flanges.
iv. Equipment and Testing Procedure. The same data acquisition
system and Tinius Olsen testing machine were used as previously
described for the AS stub column tests. As shown in Figure 3.42, the
load was applied to the webs of the beam specimens at their quarter
Figure 3.41 Location of Strain Gages for CB Beam Specimens
Figure 3.42 Test Setup for the CB Beam Specimens
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points. T-sections were used to transmit the load to the web. Nine
1/4-in. dia., high strength bolts connected each T-section to the beam
webs. A closeup of the T-sections is shown in Figure 3.43.
The load was applied by a Tinius Olsen testing machine. The load
increments were such that a minimum of ten load levels were measured
before failure of the specimens. Between load levels, the load was
increased very slowly such that any strain rate effect on the mechanical
properties was negligible. Once the desired load level was reached, the
load was held constant for a period of time to allow the specimen to
stabilize. At each load level, the load and corresponding strains were
measured and stored by the computer. Also, the beam deflection was
measured at each load level. The ultimate load was taken directly from
the Tinius Olsen machine as the maximum load that the specimen could
withstand.
v. Typical Failure Modes. As expected, failure of the
unstiffened curved elements of the CSI and CS2 specimens was quite
similar to the previously tested CS stub columns of like curvatures. In
other words, little waving of the unstiffened curved flange tips was
measured prior to initial buckling. The buckled shape of the flatter
curvatures (R =4 in.) seems to be stable which allows for considerable
post-buckling strength.
However, the failure mode for the sharper curvature of the CB3 (R =
1 in.) specimens was unlike that of the CS3 stub columns. For the CB3
specimens failure seemed to originate at the tangent between the flat
web and the unstiffened curved flange. A typical failure of this type
may be seen in Figure 3.43. Figure 3.44 provides a comparison of the
failure modes of the CBl, CB2, and CB3 specimens.
Figure 3.43 Closeup of T-Section Used to Apply Load
to CB Beam Specimens
Figure 3.44 Comparison of Failure Modes of CB Beam Specimens
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As earlier mentioned, deflection of the beam was measured at
midspan for each load level. Beam deflection was monitored in order to
ensure that the load was applied uniformly across the specimen and to
detect the onset of any nonlinear behavior in the beam. As expected,
buckling of the curved flanges occurred soon after the beginning of
nonlinear load-deflection behavior. A typical plot of load versus
deflection is shown in Figure B.4.
C. DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTION METHODS
1. Stiffened Curved Elements. As mentioned in Section II. B. 1,
there have been several attempts to develop equations to predict the
buckling stress of curved panels that are simply supported on all sides.
11The most reasonable of these equations was derived by Redshaw on the
basis of the classical energy approach. As previously shown; Sechler
and Dunn13 showed that Redshaw's equation could be expressed as follows:
(f IE) = / (f IE)2 + 1/4 (f IE)2£ + 1/2 (f IE)f
cr sc cr c cr cr
in which
(3.1)
(fcr/E)sc = buckling stress ratio of a simply supported curved
element subject to uniform compression (i.e., for a
stiffened curved element)
(fcr/E)c = buckling stress ratio of a full cylinder with the
same Rlt ratio as the curved element
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(f IE)f = buckling stress ratio of a simply supported flat
cr
plate with the same tlb ratio as the curved element
Because the theoretical buckling stress ratio for cylinders,
( f IE) = O.6t/R,
cr c
(3.2a)
consistently provides f values much higher than the experimental
cr
values, it seems appropriate to replace the theoretical value of
(f IE) with a reduced empirical relationship.
cr c
value of 0.3t/R has been suggested.
50 51In past reports ' ,a
Stiffened flat elements, on the other hand, normally buckle very
close to their theoretical stress. Thus, the full theoretical value for
the elastic buckling stress ratio of a stiffened flat element, (f IE)f'
cr
is suggested for substitution in Eq. (3.1). The theoretical buckling
stress ratio of a stiffened flat element is given as
(f IE) f =cr (3.2b)
Substituting Eq. (3. 2b) for (f IE) f'
cr
(f IE) = 0.3t/R, along
cr c
with a Poisson's ratio of 0.3, into Eq. (3.1), the following equation
results:
(f IE) - )O.09(t/R)2 + 3.267(t/b)4 + 1.807(t/b)2
cr sc-
(3.3)
However, based on the results of the stiffened curved element tests, a




provide the best prediction for the elastic local buckling of the
stiffened curved elements discussed in this report. After making the
above substitution and again assuming a value of 0.3 for Poisson's ratio
and the
becomes:
full theoretical buckling stress for (f IE)f'cr Eq. (3.1)
(f IE) - JO.0625(t/R)2 + 3.267(t/b)4 + 1.807(t/b)2
cr sc-
. (3.4)
Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are used to predict elastic, local
buckling of stiffened curved elements. For inelastic local buckling,
the tangent modulus method, as described in Section III.C.3, is
employed. Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are compared in Section III.D.
2. Unstiffened Curved Elements. An approach similar to that used
by Redshaw for stiffened curved elements leads to an extremely complex
equation for unstiffened curved elements that is only reasonable if b/R
is small. Because b/R is not small in most applications, an empirical
or at least semi-empirical expression is necessary for the prediction of
unstiffened curved element buckling behavior. In the Seventh Progress
51Report a purely empirical equation, called the "Regression Equation"
was presented. The Regression Equation was derived using a nonlinear,
least squares regression analysis of the stub column data in which the
unstiffened curved flanges failed by elastic, local buckling. Based
solely on the regression analysis, the following equation was found to






However, recen~ study has revealed that a more rational approach
provides better overall agreement with the test data than Eq. (3.5). In
this approach, the t/b term is set equal to the critical buckling stress
of an unstiffened flat element with a buckling coefficient of 0.5 and
with a flat width equal to the arc length of the curved element. The
coefficient of the curvature term, t/R, was adjusted in order to provide
the best possible agreement with the test data. This equation is shown
below.
0.04068(t/R) + 0.45192(t/b)2 (3.6)
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) were developed for the initial elastic
buckling of the unstiffened curved flanges of specimens having R/t
ratios ranging from approximately 25 to 110 and bit ratios ranging from
approximate ly 25 to 90. Equat ions (3.5) and (3.6) are compared in
Section III .D.
Again, for inelastic local buckling, the tangent modulus approach
is employed. This approach is described in detail in the following
section.
3. Inelastic Buckling. If the predicted elastic buckling stress
is greater than the proportional limit, F ) then inelastic buckling ispr
assumed. The tangent modulus concept is employed for the prediction of
inelastic buckling. Using this approach, the modulus of elasticity is
replaced by a reduced "tangent" modulus, Et . The expression used for
the tangent modulus is given below:
=
(f IF )(l-(f IF))
cr y cr y
(F IF )(l-(F IF))pr y pr y
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(3.7)
Note that f in Eq. (3.7) is the inelastic buckling stress, (fcr)inel'
cr
A direct solution for the inelastic buckling stress may be derived
from the following expression:
where:
(3.8)
= predicted inelastic buckling stress of a curved
element
(f ) = predicted elastic buckling stress of a curved
cr el
element as computed from the appropriate equation
Substituting Eq. (3.7) for Et/E, Eq. (3.8) simplifies to
F (F -F )( f ). =F - pr y pr .
cr J.nel y (f)
cr el
If F is assumed to be O. 7F , Eq. (3.9) becomes:pr y





The above equations are based on an approach that was originally
developed by Bleich18 for the inelastic buckling of steel columns. The
modulus of elasticity is assumed to be 29,500 ksi.
4. Interaction Between Flat and Curved Elements. Because
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curved
elements are often used in combination with flat elements, a systematic
approach for the prediction of the critical buckling load of such
sections is highly desirable. The approach used for the prediction of
the interaction between flat and curved elements is quite similar to the
Air Force Method, which was described in detail in Section II. C.l.
Again, curved elements are assumed to have no post-buckling strength;
thus, if the critical buckling stress is reached in a curved element
before any of the flat elements, the total capacity of the section is
obtained. However, if the critical stress is first reached in a flat
element, the load resisted by the flat element may continue to increase
until the critical buckling stress is obtained in a curved element. The
total load resisted by the flat elements is computed using the effective
width approach as outlined in Section 11.0.1.
The edge stress, f, used in the effective width equation is the
predicted curved element buckling stress. Thus, the total load capacity
may be computed as simply the lowest curved element buckling stress
times the total effective area of the cross-section. This approach is
employed in Section III.D.l.a.ii for stub column specimens containing
stiffened curved and flat elements and in Section III.D.2.a.ii for stub
columns containing unstiffened curved elements and stiffened flat
elements.
5. Curved Elements Subject to Bending. Because of the stress
gradient condition that exists in curved elements subject to bending,
the previously described prediction methods for uniform axial
compression must be modified. The most reasonable approach seems to be
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to assume that the curved element will buckle when the critical buckling
stress from the uniform compression case is reached at some preassumed
level in the curved element. For example, iri Figure 3.45 buckling is
assumed to occur when f from the uniform compression case is reached
cr
at a distance of
Y =Y + C(y - v )cr bot top' bot
(3.11)
from the neutral axis. Extrapolating to the outer portion of the curved
element, the maximum stress, f ,is computed as,
max
(3.12)
Of course, the simplest and most conservative approach is to simply
assume that failure occurs in the curved element subject to bending when
the critical buckling stress from the uniform compression case is
reached at the point of maximum compression in the curved element. In
this case, C is simply equal to 1.0. However, a more accurate
prediction of the buckling stress of curved elements subject to bending
is obtained for a C value less than 1.0. For each of the beam tests
described in this report, the predicted buckling loads are computed
assuming values of C of 0.5,0.6,0.67,0.75, and 1.0. The C value that
provides the closest prediction of the failure load is noted in Section
III.n for each type of beam test.
It should be mentioned that for C values less than 1. 0, it is
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cause too much concern.
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J.°n thJ.·s case the actual maximumOf course,
stress in the beam may not be as high as f
max
. The slightly high values
of f are necessary to account for the partial plastification of the
max
beam cross-section. For the purpose of ultimate moment calculation,
M may be computed as follows:
max'
For stiffened curved elements,
M =S f < 1.2S F or 1.2S t F .
max. xc max xc y x y
(whichever is smaller)
where:
S =section modulus for the compression side
xc
S = section modulus for the tension side
xt
(3.13)
"h "fNote that the 1.2 factor may be thought of as a type of s ape actor
normally described in plastic design.
For unstiffened curved elements,
M = S f < S F or SF.
max xc max xc y xt y
(whichever is smaller)
(3.14)
No effective "shape" factor is permitted for unstiffened curved
elements since they are not very efficient at transferring stress to
their outer flange tips.
6. Curved Elements Subject Primarily to Shear. As mentioned in
Section II.E.1, several equations have been proposed for the prediction
of curved element buckling caused by shearing stresses. Of the
available literature, the method proposed by Gerard2 seems to be the
most reasonable. Thus, failure of the curved element is predicted when
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the shearing stress, T
cr
' reaches the level given by either Eq. (2.26)
or Eq. (2.27), whichever is applicable, for elastic buckling. For
inelastic buckling > the tangent modulus approach is
employed. Using Von Mises yield criteria, the shear yield poin~, T ,
Y






The value of the shear proportional limit, T ,is estimated as T =pr pr
0.71.. Using the same form of equation as Eq. (3.10) for inelasticy
buckling, T may be computed as
cr
(T ). 1= T [1 - 0.21 T ] •cr me y y
(T cr) el
The shear force, V ,
c
required to cause shear buckling may be
computed from the horizontal shear stress equation as follows:









= critical shear buckling stress as determined by either'r
cr
Eq. (2.26) or (2.27), whichever is appropriate
V = shear force required to produce '1: in a curved element
c cr
I = moment of inertia of entire section about the neutral axis
Q = static moment of the area above or below the section at
which the shear stress is desired
t = thickness of the section at the section where '1: cr is desired
It should be noted that it is extremely difficult to develop the
predicted shear buckling stress in a curved web, as previously described
in Section III.B.2.e. Therefore, special care should be exercised to
prevent other modes of failure at lesser loads.
D. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED TO TEST RESULTS
Included in this section is a complete comparison of all of the
available curved element test results to the latest prediction methods.
In some cases, improvements have been made to the original prediction
procedures. In these cases, the original prediction procedures are
compared to the newest procedures. The dimensions of the test specimens
used in computing the predicted loads are given in Tables A.l through
A.8 of the Appendix.
1. Stiffened Curved Elements. As mentioned in Section III.C.l, a
slight revision in Redshaw's Equation has been suggested. This revision
involved changing the assumed critical buckling stress ratio term for a
cylinder from O.3tjR to O.25t/R in Eq. (3.1). The change was made
simply because the latter seemed to provide a better comparison to the
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Table 3.7 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Loads
Stiffened Curved Element, AS Stub Column Specimens
Initial Curved Element Failure
(Based on Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) with Eq. (3.10)
Used for Inelastic Buckling)
Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Load Buckling Buckling ill ill ill(kips) Load Load (3) (4) (2)
(kips) (kips)
Eq.(3.3) Eq.(3.4)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6) (7)
*80XFBS3-1 188.4 188.4 188.4 186.6 1. 00 1. 01 1.00
*50XF(78)AS3-1 135.0 135.0 127.7 126.7 1. 06 1. 07 1. 00
*80SKBS3-1 121.1 121.1 113.2 112.0 1. 07 1. 08 1. 00
*80DKAS3-1 72.1 72.1 60.9 60.2 1.18 1. 20 1.00
*50XF(39)AS3-2 57.5 57.5 58.0 57.1 0.99 1. 01 1. 00
* 1. 0030SKAS3-1 18.7 18.7 19.7 19.5 0.95 0.96
*80XFBS2-1 158.2 158.2 159.1 156.6 0.99 1. 01 1.00
*50XF(78)AS2-1 102.0 102.0 105.7 104.4 0.96 0.98 1. 00
*80SKBS2-1 99.0 98.5 93.4 91.9 1. as 1. 07 1. 01
*80DKAS2-1 53.7 53.4 50.1 49.1 1. 07 1. 09 1. 01
*50XF(39)AS2-1 43.9 43.9 46.6 45.4 0.94 0.97 1. 00
* 16.5 17.230SKAS2-1 16.5 17.0 0.96 0.97 1. 00
* 141. a80XFBS1-1 147.8 142.5 137.0 1. 01 1.04 1. 04
*50XF(78)AS1-1 94.9 92.5 92.0 90.1 1. 01 1. 03 1. 03
*50XF(78)ASl-2 93.0 87.5 93.9 91.9 0.93 0.95 1. 06
* 83.4 77 .9 1. 0380SKBS1-1 87.5 81. 1 1. 07 1. as
* 41.6 41.7 39.8 1. 0080DKAS1-1 45.0 1. as 1. 08
80DKASl-2 43.4 28.9 37.2 32.8 0.78 0.88 1. 50
50XF(39)AS1-1 33.8 32.2 31. 8 27.6 1. 01 1. 17 1. as
50XF(39)ASl-2 34.0 28.7 33.1 28.6 0.87 1. 00 1. 18
* 13.6 11.8 13.6 13.1 0.86 0.90 1.1530SKAS1-1
* 14.4 10.7 13.3 12.7 0.80 0.84 1. 3530SKASl-2
Mean 0.98 1. 02
Std. Deviation 0.092 0.085
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Figure 3.48
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o 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225
bit
P.. = Initial buckling load of curved element
~n~
P = Predicted initial buckling load
comp
Figure 3.49 Comparison of Pini/Pcomp Vs. bit for
AS Stub Column Tests
Note that the
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actual test results. The two resulting forms of Redshaw's Equation,
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), are compared in Table 3.7.
proportional limit, Fpr ' is assumed to be 70% of the yield strength, Fy '
The two forms of Redshaw's Equation are only compared for the AS
stub column data in which the stiffened curved elements were the initial
and final cause of failure (Section III. B. 2. a) . The prediction of
stiffened curved element behavior for the remaining specimens is based
only on the 1a~est prediction methods. (i.e., Eq. (3.4) for Redshaw's
Equation and Eq. (3.10) for inelastic buckling)
a. Uniform Axial Compression - Stub Column Tests.
Initial Curved Element Failure - AS Specimens. For this
series of tests the curved elements were the initial and final cause of
failure. Thus, no interaction with the flat elements need be
considered. The ultimate load that each of these specimens could
withstand is recorded in column (1) of Table 3.7. Column (2) lists the
load associated with the first observed curved element buckle. As shown
by the ratio of the ultimate-to-initial buckling loads (column (7)),
little, if any, post-buckling strength is available for the more highly
curved AS3 and AS2 specimens. However, there does seem to be some post-
buckling strength for the flatter ASI specimens. Because the braced,
flat elements are unbuckled at failure, it is difficult to ascertain the
exact magnitude of the post-buckling strength of the curved elements.
The ultimate-to-initial buckling load ratios may be compared for the
tested range of R/t values in Figure 3.46.
The predicted initial buckling loads are computed as simply the
predicted initial buckling stress from either Eq. (3.3) or (3.4) times
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the total cross sectional area of each specimen. Columns (3) and (4)
list the predicted initial buckling loads computed from the respective
equations. The test values for the initial buckling loads are compared
to the predicted loads from Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.4) in columns (5) and
(6), respectively. As shown, both Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) provide
reasonably good predictions for the AS3 and AS2 specimens. However, for
the ASI specimens, the slightly lower predictions resulting from Eq.
(3.4) are in better agreement with the test results. Therefore, Eq.
(3.4) is recommended for the prediction of curved element buckling. The





Rjt, and bit, in Figures 3.47 through 3.49,
ii. Interaction Between Stiffened Curved and Flat Elements - ASI
Specimens. As mentioned earlier, a series of stub column tests have
been performed in which no bracing was attached to the flat webs. Thus,
the flat webs were capable of buckling before the stiffened curved
elements. The flat webs of all the listed specimens, except for the
50XF(78) material, buckled before the adjoining stiffened curved
elements. As previously stated in Section III.B.2.b.v, there was no
spread of the flat element buckle into the curved element of the ASII
and ASI2 specimens. However, for the ASI3 specimens, the flat element
buckle seemed to spread into the curved element until an angle of
approximately 300 was obtained between the flat and curved elements.
The assumed "failed" geometry of the ASI3 specimens is shown in Figure
3.50. In order to account for the spread of the flat element into the
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original flat width~ w~ plus 300 of arc of the curved element~ is used
in the calculation of the total load resisted by the webs, P .
w
The predicted initial buckling load is computed on an element by
element basis as described in Section III.C.4. The total load resisted
by the flat webs, P , is computed as the total effective web area
w
(effective width times the thickness times the number of webs)
multiplied by the predicted buckling stress, f for the adJ'oiningcr'
curved element. P is calculated as this same curved element
curve
buckling stress times the remaining area (total area - full web area) in
the cross section. The total predicted load~ Ptotal~ is simply (Pw +
P ).
curve
The test data for the ASI specimens are given in Table 3.8. Column
(1) lists the ultimate load that the specimen could withstand. The
loads associated with the first curved element buckle are provided in
column (2). As shown by the ratio of the ultimate-to-initial buckling
loads in column (7)~ there is no appreciable post-buckling strength for
the more curved ASI3 (R=2 in.) and ASI2 (R=3.5 in.) specimens. However~
the flatter ASI1 (R=15 in.) specimens exhibit some additional strength
after buckling. The ultimate-to- initial buckling load ratios are shown
for the tested range of R/t values in Figure 3.51.
The total predicted load for each specimen~ Ptotal' is listed in
column (5). As shown in column (6), good agreement exists between the
actual initial buckling loads and the predicted loads which were
computed using this method. Figures 3.52 through 3.54 show the initial-






Table 3.8 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Loads
Stiffened Curved Element, ASI Stub Column Specimens
'Interaction Between Flat and Curved Elements
P Based on Eq. (3.4) and the Direct
curve
Approach for Inelastic Buckling (Eq. (3.10))
(Use Flat Width = w + b/6 for ASI3 Specimens)
Specimen Ultimate Initial
Load Buckling P P Ptotal (2) (1)w curve
(kips) Load (kips) (kips) (5 ) (2)
(kips) (kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6) (7)
50XF(78)ASI3-2* 113.8 113.8 49.7 60.2 118.9 0.96 1. 00
80DKASI3-2* 57.6 57.6 16.4 31.9 48.3 1.19 1. 00
50XF(39)ASI3-1* 44.7 44.7 12.8 31. 7 44.5 1.00 1. 00
30SKASI3-2* 17.1 17.1 5.04 11.4 16.4 1.04 1. 00
50XF(78)ASI2-2* 107.5 107.5 35.6 71. 8 107.4 1. 00 1.00
80DKASI2-2* 50.9 50.9 15.1 34.4 49.4 1. 03 1. 00
50XF(39)ASI2-Z* 39.6 39.6 11. 2 31. 0 42.1 0.94 1.00
30SKASI2-2* 16.1 16.1 4.62 12.4 17.0 0.95 1.00
50XF(78 )ASIl-3* 88.4 81.1 28.1 64.3 92.3 0.88 1. 09
80DKASIl-3 40.8 33.4 11.6 26.0 37.7 0.89 1. 22
50XF(39)ASIl-3 33.5 33.2 8.06 19.2 27.3 1.22 1. 01
Mean 1. 01
Std. Deviation 0.110
* f > F = 0.7F ; assume inelastic bucklingcr pr y
Pw = predicted web strength based on predicted curved elementbuckling stress at edges of web
=predicted curved element buckling load
= predicted total load that section can withstand




























= Initial buckling load of curved element
P
ult
= Ultimate load of cross section
Figure 3.51 Comparison of Pult/Pini Vs. R/t for


























a 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Figure 3.52
F , ksiy
P.. = Initial buckling load of curved element~n~
P = Predicted initial buckling loadcomp
Comparison of P . . /P Vs. F for
~n~ comp y




















o 50 100 150 200 250 300 JSO 400
R/t
P.. = Initial buckling load of curved element
~n~
P = Predicted initial buckling load
comp
Figure 3.53 Comparison of Pini/Pcomp Vs. R/t for















a 25 50 75 100 125 150 ~175 200 225
bit
P.. = Initial buckling load of curved elementl.nl.
P
camp = Predicted initial buckling load
Figure 3.54 Comparison of P . . /P Vs. bit forl.nJ. camp
ASI Stub Column Tests
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b. Bending.
i. AB Beam Specimens. Column (1) of Table 3.9 lists the ultimate
moments that the AB beam specimens could withstand. The initial
buckling moments, column (2), are the moments associated with the first
observed buckling in the curved flange. An idea of available post-
buckling strength may be obtained from Figure 3.55.
The predicted buckling moments are computed using the method
outlined in Section III.C.5 for C values of 1.0, 0.75, 0.67, 0.60 and
0.5. The predicted buckling moments associated with each value of Care
given in column (3) of Tables 3.9 through 3.13, respectively. The
initial buckling moment is compared to the predicted moment in column
(4) of each table. Column (5) compares the ultimate moment to the
predicted moment. Note that because of the relatively small amount of
post-buckling strength, there is little difference between the ratios
listed in columns (4) and (5). Table 3.14 compares the initial
buckling-to-predicted moment ratios as computed for various values of
C. As shown, a value of C = 0.67 provides the best overall agreement
with the test data. The initial-to-predicted buckling moment ratios
(assuming C=0.67) may be compared for the tested range of Fy ' R/t, and
bit, in Figures 3.56 through 3.58, respectively.
ii. DB Beam Soecimens. Column (1) of Table 3.15 lists the
ultimate moments that the DB beam specimens could withstand. The
moments associated with initial buckling are given in column (2).
Because of the extreme inelastic failure of these specimens, no post-
buckling strength whatsoever was observed for any of the DB series.
Thus, columns (1) and (2) are identical. The predicted buckling moments
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Table 3.9 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
AB Beam Specimens (C=1.0)
Based on Modified Redshaw's Eq. (3.4) Using
Direct Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling (2) ill (1)(kips) Moment Moment (3) (3 ) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6)
80XFAB3-1* 134.4 134.4 114.4 1.17 1. 17 1. 00
50XF(78)AB3-1* 85.6 85.6 73.0 1.17 1.17 1. 00
80SKAB3-2* 94.4 94.4 67.3 1.40 1.40 1. 00
80DKAB3-2* 49.3 49.3 34.9 1.41 1. 41 1.00
50XF(39)AB3-3* 36.3 36.3 32.7 1.11 1.11 1. 00
30SKAB3-2* 15.2 15.2 11. 6 1. 31 1. 31 1. 00
80XFAB2-1* 83.8 83.8 73.5 1.14 1. 14 1. 00
50XF(78)AB2-1* 51.9 51.9 45.8 1.13 1. 13 1. 00
80SKAB2-1* 54.1 54.1 42.3 1.28 1. 28 1. 00
80DKAB2-1* 25.6 25.6 22.5 1.14 1.14 1.00
50XF(39)AB2-1* 23.4 23.4 20.0 1.17 1. 17 1. 00
30SKAB2-1* 8.06 8.06 7.44 1. 08 1. 08 1. 00
80XFAB1-1* 57.8 57.2 63.7 0.87 0.88 1. 01
50XF(78 )AB1-1* 37.8 37.8 40.9 0.89 0.89 1. 00
80SKAB1-1* 33.1 32.2 33.6 0.92 0.95 1. 03
80DKAB1-1* 18.6 18.6 18.3 0.99 0.99 1. 00
50XF(39)AB1-1 13.4 12.9 12.2 1.02 1. 07 1. 04
30SKAB1-1* 5.44 5.13 5.78 0.86 0.92 1. 06
Mean 1.13 1.13Std. Deviation 0.157 0.149
* f > F = 0.7F ; assume inelastic bucklingcr pr y
Table 3.10 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
AB Beam Specimens (C=0.75)
Based on Modified Redshaw's Eq. (3.4) Using
Direct Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling ill ill ill(in-kips) Moment Moment (3) (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6)
80XFAB3-1* 134.4 134.4 135.5 0.99 . 0.99 1. 00
50XF (78)AB3-1* 85.6 85.6 85.7 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00
80SKAB3-2* 94.4 94.4 81.6 1.16 1.16 1. 00
80DKAB3-2* 49.3 49.3 40.9 1.20 1. 20 1. 00
50XF(39)AB3-3* 36.3 36.3 39.1 0.93 0.93 1. 00
30SKAB3-2* 15.2 15.2 14.1 1. 08 1. 08 1. 00
80XFAB2-1* 83.8 83.8 80.0 1. 05 1. 05 1. 00
50XF(78)AB2-1* 51.9 51.9 50.2 1. 03 1. 03 1. 00
80SKAB2-1* 54.1 54.1 46.6 1.16 1.16 1. 00
80DKAB2-1* 25.6 25.6 24.7 1. 04 1.04 1. 00
50XF(39)AB2-1* 23.4 23.4 22.1 1. 06 1. 06 1. 00
30SKAB2-1* 8.06 8.06 8.29 0.97 0.97 1. 00
80XFABl-l* 57.8 57.2 65.9 0.87 0.88 1. 01
50XF(78)ABl-1* 37.8 37.8 42.4 0.89 0.89 1. 00
80SKAB1-1* 33.1 32.2 34.9 0.92 0.95 1. 03
80DKABl-l* 18.6 18.6 18.9 0.99 0.99 1. 00
50XF (39 )ABl-1* 13.4 12.9 12.6 1. 02 1. 07 1. 04
30SKAB1-l* 5.44 5.13 5.93 0.86 0.92 1. 06
Mean 1. 01 1. 02
Std. Deviation 0.098 0.093
* assume inelastic bucklingf > F = 0.7F ;
cr pr y
Table 3.11 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
AB Beam Specimens (C=0.67)
Based on Modified Redshaw's Eq. (3.4) Using
Direct Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling ill (1) (1)(in-kips) Moment Moment (3) (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6)
80XFAB3-1* 134.4 134.4 144.1 0.93 0.93 1.00
50XF(78)AB3-1* 85.6 85.Q 90.8 0.94 0.94 1. 00
80SKAB3-2* 94.4 94.4 86.6 1. 09 1. 09 1.00
80DKAB3-2* 49.3 49.3 43.3 1.14 1.14 1.00
50XF(39)AB3-3* 36.3 36.3 41.7 0.87 0.87 1.00
30SKAB3-2* 15.2 15.2 14.7 1. 03 1. 03 1.00
80XFAB2-1* 83.8 83.8 82.3 1.02 1. 02 1. 00
50XF(78 )AB2-1* 51.9 51.9 51.8 1.00 1.00 1.00
80SKAB2-1* 54.1 54.1 48.2 1.12 1.12 1.00
80DKAB2-1* 25.6 25.6 25.5 1. 01 1. 01 1. 00
50XF(39)AB2-1* 23.4 23.4 22.8 1. 03 1. 03 1.00
30SKAB2-1* 8.06 8.06 8.60 0.94 0.94 1.00
80XFABl-1* 57.8 57.2 66.7 0.86 0.87 1. 01
50XF(78)ABl-1* 37.8 37.8 42.8 0.88 0.88 1.00
80SKAB1-1* 33.1 32.2 35.3 0.91 0.94 1. 03
80DKAB1-1* 18.6 18.6 19.1 0.98 0.98 1.00
50XF(39)AB1-1* 13.4 12.9 12.7 1. 01 1. 06 1. 04
30SKAB1-1* 5.44 5.13 5.98 0.86 0.91 1. 06
Mean 0.98 0.99Std. Deviation 0.086 0.083
* f > F = 0.7Fy' assume inelastic bucklingcr pr.
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Table 3.12 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
AB Beam Specimens (C=0.60)
~ased on Modified Redshaw's Eq. (3.4) Using
Dlrect Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling ill ill 0)
(in-kips) Moment Moment (3) (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6)
80XFAB3-1* 134.4 134.4 144.8 0.93 0.93 1. 00
50XF(78)AB3-1* 85.6 85.6 91.6 0.93 0.93 1. 00
80SKAB3-2* 94.4 94.4 86.6 1.09 1. 09 1. 00
80DKAB3-2* 49.3 49.3 44.9 1.10 1.10 1. 00
50XF(39)AB3-3* 36.3 36.3 42.8 0.85 0.85 1. 00
30SKAB3-2* 15.2 15.2 14.7 1.03 1. 03 1. 00
80XFAB2-1* 83.8 83.8 84.5 0.99 0.99 1. 00
50XF(78)AB2-1* 51.9 51.9 53.3 0.97 0.97 1. 00
80SKAB2-1* 54.1 54.1 49.7 1. 09 1. 09 1. 00
80DKAB2-1* 25.6 25.6 26.2 0.98 0.98 1. 00
50XF(39)AB2-1* 23.4 23.4 23.5 1.00 1. 00 1. 00
30SKAB2-1* 8.06 8.06 8.90 0.91 0.91 1. 00
80XFABl-1* 57.8 57.2 67.3 0.85 0.86 1. 01
50XF(78)AB1-l* 37.8 37.8 43.3 0.87 0.87 1. 00
80SKABl-1* 33.1 32.2 35.7 0.90
0.93 1. 03
80DKAB1-1* 18.6 18.6 19.2 0.97
0.97 1. 00
50XF(39)ABl-1* 13.4 12.9 12.8 1.00 1. 05 1. 04
30SKAB1-1* 5.44 5.13 6.02





* assume inelastic bucklingf > F = 0.7Fy;cr pr
Table 3.13 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
AB Beam Specimens (C=0.50)
Based on Modified Redshaw's Eq. (3.4) Using
Direct Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling (2) (1) (1)
(in-kips) Moment Moment (3 ) (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6 )
80XFAB3-1* 134.4 134.4 144.8 0.93 0.93 1. 00
50XF(78)AB3-1* 85.6 85.6 91.6 0.93 0.93 1. 00
80SKAB3-2* 94.4 94.4 86.6 1. 09 1. 09 1. 00
80DKAB3-2* 49.3 49.3 44.9 1.10 1.10 1. 00
50XF(39)AB3-3* 36.3 36.3 42.8 0.85 0.85 1. 00
30SKAB3-2* 15.2 15.2 14.7 1. 03 1. 03 1. 00
80XFAB2-1* 83.8 83.8 87.7 0.95 0.95 1. 00
50XF(78)AB2-1* 51.9 51.9 55.6 0.93 0.93 1. 00
80SKAB2-1* 54.1 54.1 51.9 1. 04 1. 04 1. 00
80DKAB2-1* 25.6 25.6 27.3 0.94 0.94 1. 00
50XF(39 )AB2-1* 23.4 23.4 24.6 0.95 0.95 1. 00
30SKAB2-1* 8.06 8.06 9.35 0.86 0.86 1. 00
80XFAB1-1* 57.8 57.2 68.3 0.84 0.85 1. 01
50XF(78 )ABl-l* 37.8 37.8 43.9 0.86 0.86 1. 00
80SKABl-l* 33.1 32.2 36.3 0.89 0.91 1. 03
80DKAB1-1* 18.6 18.6 19.5 0.96 0.96 1. 00
50XF(39)ABl-1* 13.4 12.9 13.0 0.99 1. 03 1. 04
30SKAB1-1* 5.44 5.13 6.08 0.84 0.89 1. 06
Mean 0.94 0.95Std. Deviation 0.081 0.079
* f > F = 0.7F ; assume inelastic bucklingcr pr y
Table 3.14 Comparison of Initial-to-Predicted Buckling
Moments for Various Values of C




1.00 0.75 0.67 0.60 0.50
80XFAB3-1* 1.17 0.99 0.93 0.93 0.93
50XF (78 )AB3-1* 1.17 1.00 0.94 0.93 0.93
80SKAB3-2* 1.40 1.16 1.09 1.09 1. 09
80DKAB3-2* 1.41 1. 20 1.14 1.10 1. 10
SOXF(39)AB3-3* 1.11 0.93 0.87 0.85 0.85
30SKAB3-2* 1.31 1.08 1.03 1.03 1. 03
80XFAB2-1* 1.14 1. 05 1.02 0.99 0.95
SOXF(78)AB2~1* 1.13 1.03 1.00 0.97 0.93
80SKAB2-1* 1. 28 1.16 1.12 1. 09 1. 04
80DKAB2-1* 1.14 1.04 1.01 0.98 0.94
SOXF(39)AB2-1* 1.17 1.06 1.03 1.00 0.95
30SKAB2-1* 1. 08 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.86
80XFAB1-1* 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.84
SOXF(78)AB1-1* 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.86
80SKAB1-1* 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.89
80DKAB1-1* 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96
50XF(39)AB1-1* 1. 02 1.02 1.01 1. 00 0.99
30SKAB1-1* 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.84
Mean 1.13 1.01 0.98 0.96 0.94
Std. Deviation 0.157 0.098 0.086 0.082 0.081
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Figure 3.55
M.. =Initial buckling moment of curved element~n~
Mult = Ultimate moment of cross section
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F , ksiy
Mini = Initial buckling moment of curved elemen~
M = Predicted initial buckling moment
comp
Figure 3.56 Comparison of Mini/Mcomp Vs. Fy for
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R/t
M.. = Initial buckling moment of curved element~nl.,
M = Predicted initial buckling momentcamp
Figure 3.57 Comparison of M. . /M Vs. R/t forl.nl. comp
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M.. = Initial buckling moment of curved element
uu
M = Predicted initial buckling moment
comp
Figure 3.58 Comparison of Mini/Mcomp Vs. bit for
AB Beam Tests (C =0.67)
Table 3.15 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
DB Beam Specimens (C=1.0)
Based on Modified Redshaw's Eq. (3.4) Using
Direct Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling ill ill(in-kips) Moment Moment (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 )
80XFDBl-l* 47.5 47.5 38.7 1.23 1. 00
50XF(78)DBl-l* 31.3 31.3 24.6 1. 27 1. 00
80DKDBl-l* 17.2 17.2 12.4 1. 38 1. 00
50XF(39)DBl-1* 14.9 14.9 12.5 1.19 1.00
30SKDBl-1* 5.63 5.63 4.30 1.31 1. 00
80XFDB2-1* 56.9 56.9 48.0 1.18 1. 00
50XF(78)DB2-1* 37.2 37.2 29.2 1. 27 1. 00
80DKDB2-1* 20.6 20.6 15.3 1.35 1. 00
50XF(39)DB2-1* 15.9 15.9 12.8 1.24 1. 00
30SKDB2-1* 5.94 5.94 4.58 1. 30 1. 00
Mean 1.27Std. Deviation 0.066
* f > F = 0.7F ; assume inelastic bucklingcr pr y
Table 3.16 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
DB Beam Specimens (C=0.75)
Based on Modified Redshaw's Eq. (3.4) Using
Direct Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling (2) ill
(in-kips) Moment Moment (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 )
80XFDB1-1* 47.5 47.5 44.0 1.08 1. 00
50XF(78)DB1-l* 31. 3 31.3 27.7 1.13 1. 00
80DKDBl-l* 17.2 17.2 14.0 1.22 1. 00
50XF(39)DBl-1* 14.9 14.9 13.7 1. 08 1. 00
30SKDBl-l* 5.63 5.63 4.76 1.18 1. 00
80XFDB2-1* 56.9 56.9 58.3 0.98 1. 00
50XF(78)DB2-1* 37.2 37.2 35.7 1.04 1. 00
80DKDB2-1* 20.6 20.6 18.7 1.10 1. 00
50XF(39)DB2-1* 15.9 15.9 15.5 1.03 1. 00
30SKDB2-1* 5.94 5.94 5.56 1. 07 1. 00
Mean 1. 09
Std. Deviation 0.073
* assume inelastic bucklingf > F = 0.7F ;
cr pr y
Table 3.17 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
DB Beam Specimens (C=0.67)
Based on Modified Redshaw's Eq. (3.4) Using
Direct Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling ill (1)(in-kips) Moment Moment (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 )
80XFDBl-l* 47.5 47.S 46.1 1. 03 1.00
50XF(78)DBl-l* 31. 3 31. 3 28.9 1. 08 1. 00
80DKDBl-l* 17.2 17.2 14.6 1.17 1. 00
SOXF(39)DBl-l* 14.9 14.9 14.2 LOS 1.00
30SKDB1-1* 5.63 5.63 4.93 1.14 1.00
80XFDB2-1* 56.9 56.9 60.7 0.94 1.00
50XF(78)DB2-1* 37.2 37.2 36.6 1. 02 1. 00
80DKDB2-1* 20.6 20.6 19.5 1.06 1. 00
50XF(39)DB2-1* 1S.9 lS.9 16.6 0.96 1. 00
30SKDB2-1* S.94 5.94 5.79 1. 03 1. 00
Mean LOSStd. Deviation 0.073
* f > F = O.7F ; assume inelastic bucklingcr pr y
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Table 3.18 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
DB Beam Specimens (C=0.60)
Based on Modified Redshaw's Eq. (3.4) Using
Direct Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling ill ill
(in-kips) Moment Moment (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 )
80XFDB1-1* 47.5 47.5 48.1 0.99 1. 00
50XF(78)DB1-1* 31.3 31.3 30.1 1.04 1. 00
80DI<DB 1-1* 17.2 17.2 15.2 1.13 1. 00
50XF(39)DB1-1* 14.9 14.9 14.6 1.02 1. 00
30SKDB1-1* 5.63 5.63 5.09 1.10 1.00
80XFDB2-1* 56.9 56.9 60.7 0.94 1.00
50XF(78 )DB2-1* 37.2 37.2 36.6 1. 02 1. 00
80DKDB2-1* 20.6 20.6 19.5 1.06 1. 00
50XF(39)DB2-1* 15.9 15.9 16.8 0.95 1. 00
30SKDB2-1* 5.94 5.94 5.79 1.03 1. 00
Mean 1.03
Std. Deviation 0.061
* assume inelastic bucklingf > F = 0.7F ;
cr pr y
Table 3.19 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
DB Beam Specimens (C=0.50)
Based on Modified Redshaw's Eq. (3.4) Using
Direct Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling ill (1)(in-kips) Moment Moment (3 ) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 )
80XFDB1-1* 47.5 47.5 48.7 0.98 1. 00
50XF(78)DB1-1* 31.3 31.3 30.6 1. 02 1. 00
8001<DB1-1* 17.2 17.2 15.8 1. 09 1. 00
50XF(39)DB1-1* 14.9 14.9 15.2 0.98 1. 00
30SKDB1-1* 5.63 5.63 5.34 1.05 1. 00
80XFDB2-1* 56.9 56.9 60.7 0.94 1. 00
50XF(78 )DB2-1* 37.2 37.2 36.6 1.02 1. 00
80DKDB2-1* 20.6 20.6 19.5 1. 06 1. 00
50XF(39)DB2-1* 15.9 15.9 16.8 0.95 1. 00
30SKDB2-1* 5.94 5.94 5.79 1. 03 1. 00
Mean 1. 01Std. Deviation 0.049
* f > F = 0.7F; assume inelastic bucklingcr pr y
Table 3.20 Comparison of Initial-to-Predicted Buckling Moments





1.00 0.75 0.67 0.60 0.50
80XFDB1-1* 1.23 1.08 1.03 0.99 0.98
50XF(78)DB1-l* 1.27 1.13 1.08 1.04 1. 02
80DKDB1-l* 1.38 1.22 1.17 1.13 '1.09
50XF(39)DBl-1* 1.19 1.08 1.05 1. 02 0.98
30SKDB1-1* 1. 31 1.18 1.14 1.10 1. 05
80XFDB2-1* 1.18 0.98 0.94 0.94 0.94
SOXF (78 )DB2-1* 1. 27 1.04 1.02 1. 02 1. 02
80DKDB2-1* 1. 35 1.10 1.06 1. 06 1. 06
SOXF(39)DB2-1* 1.24 1.03 0.96 0.95 0.95
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M. . = Initial buckling moment of curved elementlnl
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M.. = Initial buckling moment of curved elementm~
M =Predicted initial buckling momentcomp
Figure 3.61 Comparison of M. ./M Vs. bit for
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DB Beam Tests (C =0.67)
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were again computed using the method outlined in Section IILA.5. C
values of 1.0, 0.75, 0.67, 0.60, and 0.5 were used to compute the
predicted buckling moments given in column (3) of Tables 3.15 through
3.19, respectively. The initial buckling moments are compared to the
predicted moments in column (4) of each table. Table 3.20 compares the
initial-to-predicted buckling moment ratios as computed for each value
of C. Note that the recommended C value of 0.67 for the AB beams
provides a slightly conservative estimate for the DB beam specimens.
Figures 3.59 through 3.61 provide a comparison of the initial-to-
predicted buckling moment ratios (assuming C=0.67) for the tested range
of Fy ' R/t, and bit, respectively.
c. Shear - BV Specimens. Because of the difficulty in
consistently determining an initial buckling load, only the ultimate
failure loads are given in column (1)' of Table 3.21. Section III.C.6
describes the method employed to compute the predicted shear buckling
loads. It should be noted that the predicted buckling loads shown in
column (2) of Table 3.21 represent the total applied load at midspan of
each specimen, not the predicted shear load in each individual curved
web. Because the shear in each curved web equals 1/4 of the total
applied load, the predicted shear buckling load from Eq. (3.18) is
multiplied by 4 in order to compute the total predicted load.
A 1 (3)
the predicted shear buckling loads
s shown in co umn ,
consistently h tual
fa '; lure loads.overestimate t e ac •
A possible
be because many of the failures
explanation for the overestimation may
only by shear but by a combination ofin the curved web were caused not
h b cr
';ppl';"'g. The different failure modes observed
s ear and a form of we • ~.
Table 3.21 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Loads
BV Shear Specimens
Based on Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27) with Eq. (3.16)

















50XF(78)BV3-1 33.9 42.7 0.79 wev
80DKBV3-1 23.0 22.4 1.03 wev
50XF(39)BV3-1 15.1 19.6 0.77 wev
30SKBV3-2 6.65 6.47 1.03 wev
50XF(78)BV2-1 37.0 42.7 0.87 we
80DKBV2-1 15.4 21.2 0.73 we+v
50XF(39)BV2-1 11.1 18.7 0.59 we+v
30SKBV2-1 4.95 6.76 0.73 V
50XF(78)BV1-1 33.4 40.7 0.82 we
80DKBV1-1 15.6 20.5 0.76 V
50XF(39)BV1-1 13.0 18.2 0.71 V
30SKBV1-l 4.90 6.45 0.76 V
Mean 0.80
Std. Deviation 0.127
The failure modes in column (5) are defined as follows:
v =Failure by shear buckling only
we = Failure by local deformation under the interior bearing
plate (web crippling) only
we+v = Both the shear failure, V, and the web crippling failure, we,
were present in failed specimen
WCV = Failure occurred by an apparent interaction between the
shear in web and the bearing stress adjacent to load plate
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Figure 3.64 Comparison of Pult/Pcomp Vs. bit for
BV Shear Tests
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in the shear specimens are described in detail in Section III.B.2.e.iv.
The ultimate-to-predicted buckling load ratios may be compared in
Figures 3.62 through 3.64 for the tested range of Fy ' R/t, and bit,
respectively.
2. Unstiffened Curved Elements. As mentioned in Section III.C.2,
two equations, Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6), have been proposed for the
prediction of unstiffened curved element buckling. The- predicted
buckling loads computed using these equations are compared to the actual
test loads in Table 3.22. Note that the above comparisons are made only
for the CS stub column tests in which the unstiffened curved elements
were the initial and final cause of failure. For the remaining
specimens that contain unstiffened curved elements, only Eq. (3.6) and
the tangent modulus approach for inelastic buckling (Eq. (3.10)) are
used to predict the buckling behavior of the unstiffened curved
elements.
a. Uniform Axial Compr.ession - Stub Column Tests.
i. Initial Curved Element Failure - CS Specimens. Included in
this section are only the stub column tests in which the unsti££ened
curved elements were the initial and final cause of failure. As before,
the tested ultimate and initial buckling loads are given in columns (1)
and (2). Column (7) lists the ultimate-to-initial buckling load ratios
for each specimen. As expected, there is little, if any, post-buckling
strength for the highly curved CS3 (R=l in.) and CS2 (R= 1.25 in.)
specimens. However, the flatter CSI specimens exhibit some post-
buckling strength. Again, because the stiffened flat web was unbuckled
until the section collapsed, it is difficult to determine the exact
Table 3.22
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Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Loads
Unstiffened Curved Elements, CS Stub Column Specimens
Initial Curved Element Failure
(Based on Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) with Eq. (3.10)
Used for Inelastic Buckling)
Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Load Buckling Buckling ill ill ill
(kips) Load Load (3) (4) (2)
(kips) (kips)
Eq.(3.5) Eq.(3.6)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6 ) (7)
80XFCS3-1* 135.0 135.0 127.0 133.8 1. 06 1. 01 1. 00
50XF(78)CS3-3* 93.7 92.8 88.7 91.9 1. 05 1. 01 1. 01
80SKCS3-2* 85.6 84.4 72.4 76.7 1.17 1.10 1. 01
80DKCS3-2* 45.8 45.8 39.2 41.2 1.17 1.11 1. 00
50XF(39)CS3-3* 32.0 32.0 32.3 35.2 0.99 0.91 1. 00
30SKCS3-2* 14.3 14.3 13.1 13.6 1. 09 1. OS 1. 00
80XFCS2-1* 120.0 117.0 102.8 108.5 1.14 1. 08 1. 03
50XF(78)CS2-1* 75.0 74.5 72.2 74.9 1. 03 0.99 1. 01
80SKCS2-1* 62.6 57.0 59.8 63.0 0.95 0.91 1.10
80DKCS2-3* 39.9 39.8 33.6 34.9 1.19 1.14 1. 00
50XF(39)CS2-1* 28.0 27.4 27.3 29.1 1.00 0.94 1. 02
30SKCS2-1* 10.8 10.4 11.0 11.2 0.95 0.93
1. 04
80XFCS1-1 78.2 73.7 68.5 78.0 1. 08
0.94 1. 06
80XFCSl-2 78.3 77.7 67.4 76.4 1. 15
1. 02 1. 01
50XF(78)CSl-l* 57.0 48.8 54.1 58.4 0.90
0.84 1. 17
50XF(78)CSl-2 54.4 49.5 51.9 55.3 0.95
0.90 1.10
80SKCS1-1 41.5 34.3 36.5 36.8
0.94 0.93 1.21
80SKCSl-2 39.8 33.8 35.7
35.8 0.95 0.94 1. 18
80DKCSl-l 25.2 22.4 20.5
18.9 1. 09 1. 19 1. 13
50XF(39)CSl-2 15.7 11.8 12.8 10.5
0.93 1. 13 1. 33
30SKCSl-2 9.38 7.88 9.11
7.80 0.86 1. 01 1. 19
Mean
1. 03 1. 00
0.098 0.094
Std. Deviation
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CS Stub Column Tests
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magnitude of the curved element pos~-buckling strength. The ultimate-
to-initial buckling load ratios may be compared for the ~ested range of
R/t in Figure 3.65.
The predicted initial buckling load for these stub columns is
computed as simply the predicted initial buckling stress from either Eq.
(3.5) or (3.6) times the total cross sectional area. The predicted
loads based on Eq. (3.5) are listed in column (3) and in column (4) for
Eq. (3.6) . The initial buckling loads are compared to the predicted
loads in column (5) for Eq. (3.5) and column (6) for Eq. (3.6). As
shown, Eq. (3.6) seems to provide ~he best overall agreement with the
test data. Figures 3.66 through 3.68 show the values of initial-to-
predicted load ratios (based on Eq. (3.6)) for the tes~ed ranges of F ,y
R/t, and bit, respectively.
ii. Interaction Between Unstiffened Curved and Stiffened Flat
Elements - CSI Specimens. A series of tests have been performed in
which no bracing was attached to the flat web of the CS stub column
specimens. (These specimens are designated "CSI".) Thus, the flat web
was capable of buckling before the adjoining unstiffened curved
elements. The s~ub columns in which the flat web actually buckled before
the unstiffened curved elemen~s are listed in Table 3.23. As shown in
column (7), a similar trend in post-buckling stength occurred as for the
previously described CS stub columns. Figure 3.69 shows the ultimate-
to-initial buckling load ra~ios for the tested range of R/t values.
The method employed to compute the total load resisted by the
entire cross-section is the same as previously described in Section
III.C.4. The load resis~ed by the web, P ,
w
is calculated as the
151
Table 3.23 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Loads
Unstiffened Curved Element, CSI Stub Column Specimens
Interaction Between Unstiffened Curved Elements
and Stiffened Flat Elements
(P Based on Eq. (3.6) with the
curve
Direct Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. 3.10)
Specimen Ultimate Initial
Load Buckling P P P ill (1)w curve total
(kips) Load (kips) (kips) (kips) (5) (2)
(kips)




































































































































> F = 0.7F , assume inelastic bucklingpr y
included in the calculation of mean and standard deviation.
P = predicted web strength based on predicted curved element
w
buckling stress at edges of web
= predicted curved element buckling load
= predicted total load that section can withstand
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P.. = Initial buckling load of curved element~n~
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effective area of the web (assuming a web thickness equal to twice the
material thickness since the webs were connected by closely spaced
screws) times the critical buckling stress computed from Eq. (3.6) for
the unstiffened curved element. P is calculated as the samecurve
critical buckling stress times the remaining area (total area - full web
area) in the cross-section. P is simply (P + P ) . Thetotal w curve
initial buckling loads are compared to the predicted loads in column
(6). As shown, good agreement with the·tested initial buckling loads is
provided using this method. The initial-to-predicted moment ratios may
be compared in Figures 3.70 through 3.72 for the tested ranges of Fy '
R/t, and bit, respectively.
b. Bending - CB Beam Specimens. The predicted buckling moments
for the CB beam specimens are computed using the same basic procedure as
described in Section III.C.S. Again, C values of 1.0, 0.75, 0.67, 0.60,
and 0.50 were used to compute the predicted buckling moments listed in
column (3) of Tables 3.24 through 3.28, respectively. The ultimate
moment that each specimen could withstand is given in column (1) of each
table. Column (2) lists the initial buckling moment that was observed in
each test. Column (6) of Table 3.24 lists the ultimate-to-initial
buckling moment ratios for each of the CB beam specimens. As noted many
times before, the highly curved specimens, such as the CB3 (R=l in.)
beams exhibit no post-buckling strength. However, as the curvature is
decreased, as for the CB2 (R=1.25 in.) and the CB1 (R=4 in.) specimens,
there is some post-buckling strength. Figure 3.73 provides a comparison
of the ultimate-to-initial buckling moment ratios for the tested range
of R/t.
Table 3.24 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
CB Beam Specimens (C=1.0)
Based on Eq. (3.6) Using Direct
Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling ill ill ill(in-kips) Moment Moment (3) (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6)
80XFCB3-1* 208.0 208.0 210.0 0.99 0.99 1. 00
50XF(78)CB3-1* 143.7 143.7 146.5 0.98 0.98 1. 00
80SKCB3-1* 128.1 128.1 122.3 1.04 1.04 1. 00
80DKCB3-1* 70.9 70.9 67.4 1.05 1. 05 1. 00
50XF(39)CB3-1* 52.3 52.3 56.3 0.93 0.93 1. 00
30SKCB3-1* 21. 8 21. 8 21.1 1. 03 1. 03 1. 00
80XFCB2-1* 174.2 174.2 165.6 1. 05 1. 05 1. 00
50XF(78)CB2-1* 120.9 113.8 104.2 1. 09 1.16 1. 06
80SKCB2-1* 109.2 93.0 85.5 1. 08 1. 28 1. 17
80DKCB2-1* 62.6 52.9 49.5 1. 07 1. 26 1.18
50XF(39)CB2-1* 47.1 43.2 40.5 1. 07 1. 17 1. 09
30SKCB2-1* 17.6 15.1 15.9 0.95 1.11 1.16
80XFCB1-1 115.7 114.4 115.9 0.99 1.00 1. 01
50XF(78)CB1-1* 84.5 76.7 78.9 0.97 1. 07 1.10
80SKCB1-1 70.9 52.9 44.2 1. 20 1. 60 1.34
80DKCB1-1 44.2 24.0 23.6 1. 02 1. 88 1. 84
50XF(39)CB1-1 28.3 15.6 13.1 1.19 2.15 1. 81
30SKCB1-1 13.7 9.75 9.42 1. 04 1.45 1.40
Mean 1. 04 1. 23
Std. Deviation 0.072 0.335
*f > F = 0.7F j assume inelastic bucklingcr pr y
Table 3.25 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
CB Beam Specimens (C=0.75)
Based on Eq. (3.6) Using Direct
Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling (2 ) (1) (1)
(in-kips) Moment Moment (3 ) (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6)
BOXFCB3-1* 208.0 208.0 227.2 0.92 0.92 1.00
50XF(7B)CB3-1* 143.7 143.7 157. B 0.91 0.91 1. 00
BOSKCB3-1* 12B.1 128.1 132.8 0.96 0.96 1. 00
BODKCB3-1* 70.9 70.9 73.1 0.97 0.97 1. 00
50XF(39)CB3-1* 52.3 52.3 60.5 0.86 0.B6 1. 00
30SKCB3-1* 21. B 21.B 22.9 0.95 0.95 1. 00
BOXFCB2-1* 174.2 174.2 176.5 0.99 0.99 1.00
50XF(7B)CB2-1* 120.9 113.B 110.2 1. 03 1.10 1.06 .
80SKCB2-1* 109.2 93.0 90.3 1. 03 1. 21 1.17
80DKCB2-1* 62.6 52.9 52.8 1.00 1.19 1.18
50XF(39)CB2-1* 47.1 43.2 42.7 1. 01 1.10 1. 09
30SKCB2-1* 17.6 15.1 16.8 0.90 1.04 1.16
80XFCB1-1* 115.7 114.4 120.3 0.95 0.96 1. 01
50XF(78)CB1-1* 84.5 76.7 81.8 0.94 1. 03 1. 10
80SKCB1-1* 70.9 52.9 45.8 1.15 1. 55 1.34
80DKCB1-1* 44.2 24.0 24.6 0.98 1. 80 1. 84
50XF(39)CB1-1 28.3 15.6 13.7 1.14 2.07 1. 81
30SKCBl-1* 13.7 9.75 9.72 1.00 1.40 1.40
Mean 0.98 1. 17
Std. Deviation 0.075 0.332
*f > F - 0.7F ; assume inelastic buckling
cr pr y
Table 3.26 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
CB Beam Specimens (C=0.67)
Based on Eq. (3.6) Using Direct
Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling (2) ill ill(in-kips) Moment Moment (3 ) (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6)
80XFCB3-1* 208.0 208.0 233.3 0.89 0.89 1. 00
50XF(78)CB3-1* 143.7 143.7 161.9 0.89 0.89 1. 00
80SKCB3-1* 128.1 128.1 136.5 0.94 0.94 1. 00
80DKCB3-1* 70.9 70.9 75.1 0.94 0.94 1. 00
50XF(39)CB3-1* 52.3 52.3 62.0 0.84 0.84 1. 00
30SKCB3-1* 21.8 21.8 23.6 0.92 0.92 1. 00
80XFCB2-1* 174.2 174.2 180.3 0.97 0.97 1. 00
50XF(78)CB2-1* 120.9 113.8 112.2 1. 01 1. 08 1. 06
80SKCB2-1* 109.2 93.0 91.9 1. 01 1.19 1.17
80DKCB2-1* 62.6 52.9 54.0 0.98 1.16 1.18
50XF(39)CB2-1* 47.1 43.2 43.6 0.99 1. 08 1. 09
30SKCB2-1* 17.6 15.1 17.1 0.88 1. 02 1. 16
80XFCB1-1* 115.7 114.4 121.7 0.94 0.95 1. 01
50XF(78)CB1-1* 84.5 76.7 82.8 0.93 1. 02 1.10
80SKCB 1-1i: 70.9 52.9 46.4 1.14 1.53 1. 34
80DKCB1-1* 44.2 24.0 24.9 0.96 1.77 1. 84
50XF(39)CB1-1 28.3 15.6 13.9 1.13 2.04 1. 81
30SKCB1-1* 13.7 9.75 9.83 0.99 1. 39 1. 40
Mean 0.96 1.15
Std. Deviation 0.077 0.332
*f > F 0.7F; assume inelastic buckling
cr pr y
Table 3.27 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
CB Beam Specimens (C=0.60)
Based on Eq. (3.6) Using Direct
Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling (2) ill ill(in-kips) Moment Moment (3) (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6)
80XFCB3-1* 208.0 208.0 238.9 0.87 0.87 1. 00
50XF(78)CB3-1* 143.7 143.7 165.6 0.87 0.87 1. 00
80SKCB3-1* 128.1 128.1 140.0 0.91 0.91 1. 00
80DKCB3-1* 70.9 70.9 77 .0 0.92 0.92 1. 00
50XF(39)CB3-1* 52.3 52.3 63.4 0.83 0.83 1.00
30SKCB3-1* 21. 8 21. 8 24.2 0.90 0.90 1. 00
80XFCB2-1* 174.2 174.2 183.7 0.95 0.95 1. 00
50XF(78)CB2-1* 120.9 113.8 114.1 1.00 1.06 1. 06
80SKCB2-1* 109.2 93.0 93.4 1. 00 1.17 1.17
80DKCB2-1* 62.6 52.9 55.0 0.96 1.14 1.18
50XF(39)CB2-1* 47.1 43.2 44.3 0.98 1.06 1. 09
30SKCB2-1* 17.6 15.1 17.4 0.87 1. 01 1.16
80XFCB1-1* 115.7 114.4 123.1 0.93 0.94 1. 01
50XF(78)CBl-1* 84.5 76.7 83.7 0.92 1. 01 1.10
80SKCBl-1* 70.9 52.9 46.9 1.13 1.51 1. 34
80DKCB1-1* 44.2 24.0 25.2 0.95 1. 75 1. 84
50XF(39)CB1-1 28.3 15.6 14.0 1.11 2.02 1. 81
30SKCB1-1* 13.7 9.75 9.92 0.98 1. 38 1.40
Mean 0.95 1.13Std. Deviation 0.079 0.331
*f > F = 0.7F assume inelastic bucklingcr pr y'
Table 3.28 Comparison of Actual-to-Predicted Buckling Moments
CB Beam Specimens (C=O.50)
Based on Eq. (3.6) Using Direct
Approach for Inelastic Buckling, Eq. (3.10)
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Specimen Ultimate Initial Predicted
Moment Buckling Buckling ill (1) ill(in-kips) Moment Moment (3) (3) (2)
(in-kips) (in-kips)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6)
80XFCB3-1* 208.0 208.0 247.5 0.84 0.84 1. 00
50XF(78)CB3-1* 143.7 143.7 167.9 0.86 0.86 1. 00
80SKCB3-1* 128.1 128.1 145.2 0.88 0.88 1. 00
80DKCB3-1* 70.9 70.9 79.8 0.89 0.89 1. 00
50XF(39)CB3-1* 52.3 52.3 65.5 0.80 0.80 1. 00
30SKCB3-1* 21.8 21. 8 25.1 0.87 0.87 1. 00
80XFCB2-1* 174.2 174.2 188.9 0.92 0.92 1. 00
50XF(78)CB2-1* 120.9 113.8 116.9 0.97 1.03 1. 06
80SKCB2-1* 109.2 93.0 95.6 0.97 1.14 1.17
80DKCB2-1* 62.6 52.9 56.6 0.94 1.11 1.18
50XF(39)CB2-1* 47.1 43.2 45.5 0.95 1.04 1. 09
30SKCB2-1* 17.6 15.1 17.9 0.84 0.98 1.16
80XFCB1-1* 115.7 114.4 125.0 0.92 0.93 1. 01
50XF(78)CB1-1* 84.5 76.7 85.0 0.90 0.99 1.10
80SKCB1-1* 70.9 52.9 47.6 1.11 1.49 1.34
80DKCB1-1* 44.2 24.0 25.7 0.93 1. 72 1. 84
50XF(39)CB1-1 28.3 15.6 14.3 1.09 1. 98 1. 81
30SKCB1-1* 13.7 9.75 10.0 0.97 1. 36 1. 40
Mean 0.93 1.10
Std. Deviation 0.081 0.329
*f > F 0.7Fy' assume inelastic bucklingcr pr
Table 3.29 Comparison of Initial-to-Predicted Buckling Moments







80XFCB3-1* 0.99 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.84
50XF(78)CB3-1* 0.98 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.86
80SKCB3-1* 1.04 0.96 0.94 0.91 0.88
80DKCB3-1* 1.05 0.97 0.94 0.92 0.89
50XF(39)CB3-1* 0.93 0.86 0.84 0.83 0.80
30SKCB3-1* 1. 03 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.87
80XFCB2-1* 1.05 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.92
50XF(78)CB2-1* 1.09 1.03 1. 01 1.00 0.97
80SKCB2-1* 1.08 1. 03 1. 01 1. 00 0.97
80DKCB2-1* 1. 07 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.94
50XF(39)CB2-1* 1.07 1. 01 0.99 0.98 0.95
30SKCB2-1* 0.95 0.90 0.88 0.87 0.84
80XFCBl-1* 0.99 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92
50XF(78)CB1-1* 0.97 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.90
80SKCB1-l* 1. 20 1.15 1.14 1.13 1.11
80DKCB1-1* 1.02 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.93
50XF(39)CB1-1 1.19 1.14 1.13 1.11 1. 09
30SKCBl-1* 1.04 1. 00 0.99 0.98 0.97
Mean 1.04 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.93
Std. Deviation 0.072 0.075 0.077 0.079 0.081
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The initial buckling moment is compared to the predicted load in
column (4) for each table. The accuracy of each value of C may be
observed in Table 3.29. As shown, a value of C =0.75 seems to provide
the best overall agreement with the test data. The initial-to-predicted
load ratios (based on C=O.75) are shown in Figure 3.74 through 3.76 for
the tested range of Fy ' Rlt, and bit, respectively.
E. NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF CURVED ELEMENTS
The nonlinear finite element program entitled, " ~utomatic Qynamic
Incremental ~onlinear ~alysis (ADINA)", 52,53 has been employed for
the prediction of curved element buckling behavior. ADINA is a general
purpose finite element program that may be used for the static and
dynamic displacement and stress analysis of solids, structures, and
fluid-structure systems. The program also can perform linear and
nonlinear analyses.
For the purposes of the present report, ADINA is used as a tool in
order to predict the buckling behavior of curved elements. Thus, the
complete finite element formulation used in ADINA is not included.
Reference 54 provides a summary of the theory used in ADINA.




In order to use the ADINA program, the following areas had to be
considered:
1) Selection of type of finite element
2) Proper modeling of imperfections
3) Selection of boundary conditions
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4) Material modeling for inelastic buckling
5) Prediction of curved element buckling by ADINA
Each of these topics is discussed at length in the following.
1. Selection of Type of Finite Element. The chosen finite
element must be capable of performing a large deflection, small strain
analysis for the curved elements. A very interesting discussion of the
reasons for nonlinear (large deflection) analysis of curved elements is
given by Gerard, et. al. in Ref. 2. According to Gerard, large
deflection analysis is required for any element that develops
transverse compressive stresses upon buckling. Such cases include the
axial buckling of cylinders and curved plates. Because of the
transverse compressive stresses which result at buckling, the buckled
shape itself is unstable and thus, no post-buckling strength can be
obtained. On the other hand, elements that develop transverse tension
stresses, such as the axial buckling of simply supported flat plates,
may exhibit considerable strength after buckling. For these elements,
small deflecton theory seems to be adequate.
The chosen finite element must also be capable of modeling
nonlinear materials. This requirement is necessary because of the
relatively high buckling stresses, which are sometimes well into the
inelastic range, of curved elements. The material model is discussed at
length in Section III.E.4.
Finally, the finite element must have three translational degrees
of freedom (d.o.f.) and two in-plane rotational d.o.f. at each node. Of
the available finite elements in ADINA, the three dimensional (3-D)
shell element seems best suited for modeling curved elements. Using the
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3-D shell element, a nonl;near, la d' 1 / 11• rge ~sp acement sma strain
analysis may be performed. Also, a bilinear model for the stress-strain
behavior of a given material may be employed. The 3-D shell element
uses the total Lagrangian formulation for large displacement analysis.
The 3-D shell element available in ADINA may have anywhere from 4
to 32 nodes with 5 d.o.f. per node. The d.o.f. include translation in
three directions and two orthogonal, in-plane rotations. (The rotation
normal to the shell surface is omitted.) Accolt'ding to Sec. 2.7.4 of the
ADINA Modeling GUide53 , the 16 node shell element is normally the most
effective for general shell analysis. This element is shown in Figure
3.77.
Because of the expense involved in forming the element matrices for
the 16 node element, a 9 node shell element is sometimes recommended.
However, problems may occur from "element locking" using the 9 node
element if the actual problem to be modeled has very small (or zero)
shearing strains. Because the axial buckling of curved elements falls
into this category, the 16 node shell element was used.
Four 16 node shell elements were used to model both the stiffened
and unstiffened curved elements. Larger models with up to 16 elements
were checked for some cases; however, there was Iitt Ie, if any,
difference in the predicted load from the four element model.
2. Modeling of Imperfections. First, a brief discussion of the
reasons for including imperfections should be given. Curved elements
with relatively large R/t values and thin-walled cylinders are
, I I 't;ve to the effect of initial imperfections. In somepart1.cu ar y sens1. •
, 't' I 'mperfections are primarily blamed for reducing the

















Figure 3.78 Dimensions of a Diamond Buckle
Therefore, it seems imperative that any type of analysis for the
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actual buckling load to as much as one-half the theoretical buckling
load.
local buckling of curved elements include the effect of imperfections.
Also, imperfections must be included in the finite element model in
order for ADINA to provide a buckling or "COllapse" load for initially
straight, axially loaded structures. The ADINA program does not use the
traditional eigenvalue type of solution for stability problems.
Instead, the ultimate strength is determined when the incremental
stiffness becomes negative or zero (not positive determinant). If an
initially perfect (straight) column is subjected only to in-plane axial
loadings, there is no way for any transverse movement (or bending) to
occur and thus, no way for the structure to eventually collapse.
Therefore, an initially imperfect model must be input in ADINA so that
out-of-plane bending will be generated by the axial loading.
The next problem is to determine the shape of the imperfections.
In the past, there has been some success in using programs similar to
55
ADINA for axial buckling of flat plates For flat elements. the
initial imperfection is input in the shape of the final failure mode.
Therefore, it seems that this same type of approach should be applicable
to curved elements. However, the problem with curved elements is that
there is no closed form solution for their inelastic buckling and thus
h . 11 pred1'ct the shape of the failure mode. So itno way to t eoret1ca y
seems that the predicted failure mode will have to be based, at least in
part~ on preViously tested curved elements.
Because of the distinct differences in the type of failure modes
associated with stiffened and unstiffened curved elements, the modeling
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of the imperfections for each will be discussed separately in the
following.
a. Stiffened Curved Elements. Because stiffened curved elements
with arc length-to-radius ratios approaching 21T behave similarly to
cylinders, the available literature for cylinders is used as a starting
point in modeling imperfections.
There have been several papers written concerning the inelastic
buckling of axially compressed cylinders (Ref. 56-59). Of the available
references, all seem to derive a relationship for the axial buckled
wavelength, XLAM, as a function of Rt. However, the exact equation for
XLAM varies
deformation
depending on whether simple J Z (flow) theory or J 2
49theory was used. Mahmood and Paluszny· reported the
following semi-empirical relationship for XLAM (Fig. 3.78) for the









For curved elements, Y~f from the above relationships may
actually be larger than the arc length, b, of a given element. In this
case, the outer edges of the stiffened curved elements will inhibit the
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complete formation of the diamond buckle that would otherwise be
obtained in a complete cylinder. However, it has been observed that the
ratio of XLAM/YLAM of the curved element diamond buckle remains the same
as for the cylinder. In other words, XLAM/YLAM is still approximately
equal to O. 7 even for the curved element diamond buckle. Therefore, the
following procedure may be used to predict the shape of a diamond buckle
in a curved element.
1. Compute YLAM = XLAM/K
2. If YLAM > b, use X~1 =0.7b
3. If YLAM < b, use XLAM =0.7YLAM
For the wrinkling mode of failure, the following equation provides
good agreement with the measured values for the axial wavelength XLAM, ,
of the stiffened curved elements.
XLAM = 3. 20JRt (3.20)
This equation is also presented by Mahmood and paluszny49 (in a slightly
different form) for the ring failure of cylinders. The circumferential
wavelength for the wrinkling failure is equal to the arc length of the
curved element.
Knowing the basic shape of the failure mode, the next concern is
the distribution of the imperfection over the finite element model. It
seems proper to assume that the supported edges of the stiffened curved
elements are initially perfectly straight. Therefore, no imperfection
will be input along these edges. However, halfway across the arc of the
curved element, the imperfection should be at its maximum value. It
seems that in order to accomplish this type of imperfection pattern, a
double sine function must be used. The following expression will be
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employed to generate the imperfections of the stiffened curved element
model.
U = ~C[SIN(~X/XLAM)(SIN(a-e))/(SIN(90-e))J (3.21)
where:
C = maximum imperfection which occurs at node 49 (Fig. 3.79)
a= constant angle that depends on type of curved element, degrees
a = angle measured as shown in Fig. 3.79, degrees
U =height of imperfection measured in the radial direction
Note that by taking advantage of symmetry, only one quarter of the
buckled wave need be modeled. Also, the sign of the imperfection, U, in
Eq. (3.21) is negative for diamond buckling failures and positive for
wrinkling failure modes. The finite element model used for stiffened
curved elements is shown in Fig. 3.79.
b. Unstiffened Curved Elements. Because of the extreme
difficulty in the theoretical predition of the buckling of unstiffened
curved elements, the only conceivable method to predict the buckled
shape of these elements is to use a purely empirical approach. The
following equation was determined from the measured dimensions of the
preViously tested unstiffened curved flanges.
XLAM =8.SJRt (3.22)






Figure 3.79 Finite Element Model for Stiffened Curved Elements
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The imperfections for the curved element model will again be input
using a double sine function. However, the circumferential
imperfection is not symmetric for unstiffened curved elements with the
maximum imperfection occurring at the free edge. The equation used to
generate the imperfections is shown below.
U =C[SINC X/XLAM) SIN(CS-a)/z)]~ SIN(90-6)
where:
(3.23)
C =maximum imperfection which occurs at node 7 (Figure 3.80)
a= constant angle that depends on type of curved element, degrees
S =angle measured as shown in Figure 3.80, degrees
U =height of imperfection measured in the radial direction
Again, symmetry may be used such that only half of one buckled wave
need be modeled. The finite element model for the unstiffened curved
element is shown in Figure 3.80.
3. Selection of Boundary Conditions.
a. Stiffened Curved Elements. The boundary conditions for the













Figure 3.80 Finite Element Model for Unstiffened Curved Elements
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Z 1 to 43
1 to 7
X rotation 1 to 43
43 to 49
Y rotation 1 to 43
1 to 7
7 to 49
b. Unstiffened Curved Elements. The boundary conditions for the
unstiffened curved element model shown in Figure 3.80 are summarized
below.
Degree of Freedom Restrained Node Lines
X 1 to 43
Y 43 to 49
Z 1 to 43
43 to 49
X rotation 1 to 43
Y rotation 43 to 49
7 to 49
4. Material Modeling for Inelastic Buckling. Because curved
elements with appreciable curvature often buckle well into the
inelastic range, it is essential to account for inelastic stress-strain
behavior in the finite element analysis. A bilinear material model is
available for use with the 3-D shell element. The bilinear model
consists of two parts. The first portion is perfectly elastic up to the
yield point of the material. The second part extends from the yield
point of the material. If appropriate, this portion may also have a







Figure 3.81 Bilinear Stress-Strain Curve Used By ADINA
Table 3.30 Material Properties Used in ADINA Finite
Element Models
Material F E EtY
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi)
80XF 89.4 29500.0 0.0
50XF(78) 63.6 29500.0 0.0
80SK 75.4 29500.0 750.0
BODK 54.1 29500.0 1100.0
50XF(39) 58.9 29500.0 0.0
30SK 26.8 29500.0 575.0
~:
The yield strength, Fy ' and the tangent modulus, Et , are
based on representative stress-strain curves for each material
in longitudinal compression. (See Figure B.1)
curve.
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given material. Figure 3.81 shows a typical bilinear stress -strain
A summary of the mechanical properties used for each material is
provided in Table 3.30. The E values are based on the stress straint
curves of each material as determined by longitudinal compression
coupon tests. Representative stress strain curves for each material are
shown in Figure B.l.
5. Prediction of Curved Element Buckling by ADINA. In ADINA, the
load is applied in small finite increments. If desired, the stiffness
matrix is recomputed at each load increment. The load is continually
increased in finite steps until the resulting stiffness matrix is either
not positive determinant or until an equilibrium load can not be
reached. At this point, the structure is assumed to have failed.
The ADINA program is used to model the curved elements of the
previously tested stub columns in which the curved elements were the
initial and final cause of failure. The ADINA predicted failure loads
are compared to the actual test values in the following.
a. Stiffened Curved Elements. Because of the differences in the
diamond and wrinkling failure pattern of the stiffened curved element,
some slight changes in the finite element model of each must be made.
The diamond buckling failure is an extremely sudden failure that results
in a distinct: inward "diamond" shaped buckle. In order to force the
ADINA program to produce a similar diamond buckle in the finite element
model, the imperfections were input in an inward direction. However,
the wrinkling failure is an outward type of failure and thus, the
imperfections for this case were input in an outward direction. Note
that the same double sine function, Eq. (3.21), was used to generate the
Table 3.31 Comparison of Ultimate Loads to ADINA
Stiffened Curved Elements
Specimen Ultimate ADINA
Load Failure Maximum Load ill
(kips) Mode Imperfection (kips) (4)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 )
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80XFBS3-1 22.4 Wrinkle 0.10T 22.9 0.98
50XF (7 8)AS3-1 15.8 Wrinkle 0.10T 15.1 1. 05
80SKBS3-1 13.8 Wrinkle 0.10T 13.5 1.02
80DKAS3-1 8.15 Wrinkle 0.10T 7.44 1.10
50XF(39)AS3-1 6.95 Wrinkle 0.10T 7.20 0.97
30SKAS3-1 2.23 Wrinkle 0.10T 2.48 0.90
80XFBS2-1 15.7 Wrinkle 0.10T 16.4 0.96
50XF(78)AS2-1 9.09 Wrinkle 0.10T 9.80 0.93
80SKBS2-1 9.30 Wrinkle O.lOT 9.52 0.98
80DKAS2-3 4.79 Diamond 0.10T 5.12
0.94
50XF(39)AS2-1 3.95 Wrinkle 0.10T 4.56 0.87
30SKAS2-1 1.48 Wrinkle 0.10T
1.64 0.90
80XFBS1-1 14.1 Diamond 0.50T
13.2 1. 07
50XF(78)AS1-1 8.07 Diamond 0.50T 7.60
1. 06
SOXF(78)ASl-2 8.34 Diamond 0.50T
8.16 1. 02





0.50T 3.12 1. 20
50XF(39)AS1-1 2.85 Diamond 0.50T
2.88 0.99




























ult =Ultimate load of curved element, kips
PADINA = Predicted ultimate load by ADINA, kips
Figure 3.82 Comparison of P
u1t Vs. PADINA for Stiffened
Curved Elements from AS Stub Columns
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imperfections for both types of failure with the only difference being
in the sign of C. Column (3) of Table 3.31 indicates the maximum
magnitude of imperfection which was used for each type of flange
curvature. The size of the imperfection is based on the imperfections
that were measured in the test specimens. The type of failure mode that
occurred in each specimen is indicated in column (2).
The predicted failure loads from ADINA are listed in column (4) of
Table 3.31. Column (1) of Table 3.31 lists the equivalent ultimate load
on the tested curved element. The equivalent ultimate test load is
computed as the average stress at failure of the stub column specimen
times the cross-sectional area of the finite element model. The test
values are compared to those from ADINA in column (5). The ultimate
test loads are also compared to the values from ADINA in Figure 3.82.
From these comparisons, it can be seen that ADINA provides a good
estimate of the ultimate failure loads of the stiffened curved elements.
b. Unstiffened Curved. Elements. The failure pattern for all of
the unstiffened curved elements is approximately the same. For each
specimen, failure occurred at the onset of a single outward wave.
Therefore, the imperfections in the finite element model are also input
in the outward direction.
The predicted failure loads computed by ADINA are listed in column
( test loads, shown in co1umn (1), are3) of Table 3.32. The ultimate
a
. d the average stress of the stub column specimens at
ga~n compute as
, h oss-sectional area of the finite element
their ultimate load t~mes t e cr
model. Column (4) lists the ultimate-to-predicted load ratio for each
'1 1 ds may also be compared to the ADINA
specimen. The ultimate fa~ ure oa

















80XFCS3-1 20.6 O.20T 24.3 0.85
50XF(78)CS3-1 15.0 O.20T 15.6 0.96
80SKCS3-1 13.8 0.20T 16.8 0.82
80DKCS3-1 6.93 O.20T 7.92 0.88
50XF(39)CS3-1 5.01 0.20T 7.36 0.68
30SKCS3-1 2.33 O.20T 2.69 0.87
80XFCS2-1 16.3 O.20T 17.8 0.92
50XF(78)CS2-1 10.4 O.20T 11.8 0.88
80SKCS2-1 8.69 0.20T 11.0 0.79
80DKCS2-3 5.43 O.20T 5.94 0.91
50XF(39)CS2-1 3.72 0.20T 5.04 0.74
30SKCS2-1 1.50 O.20T 1. 89 0.79
80XFCSI-l 9.45 1.00T 12.3 0.77
80XFCSI-2 9.51 I.OOT 12.2 0.78
50XF(78)CSl-1 6.86 I.OOT 8.16 0.84
50XF(78)CSI-2 6.55 I.OOT 7.92 0.83
80SKCSl-1 5.12 1.00T 7.41 0.69
80SKCSl-2 5.01 I.OOT 7.40 0.68
80DKCSl-l 3.24 1.00T 3.96 0.82
50XF(39)CSI-2 1. 87 1.00T 2.88 0.65















o 10 20 30
PAD INA , kips
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Pult=Ultimate load of curved element, kips
PADINA=Predicted ultimate load by ADINA, kips
Figure 3.83 Comparison of P
ult Vs. PADINA for Unstiffened
Curved Elements from CS Stub Columns
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values in Figure 3.83. From these comparisons, it can be seen that,
using the listed maximum imperfections, ADINA consistently over
predicts the test loads by an average of approximately 20%. Thus, it
seems that the magnitude of the imperfection in the actual test
specimens may be higher than those reported in column (2).
Another possible reason for the overestimation of the ultimate
load is in the problem of modeling the unstiffened curved element. The
boundary condition along the line from node 1 to 43 (Figure 3.80) is
especially difficult. The ideal condition for this line would be to
allow circumferential expansion toward node 1. However, even though Y
translation is allowed along this line, the circumferential movement is
partially inhibited since both the Z and X translations must be
restrained. Therefore, the finite element model is, at least to some
degree, "stiffer" than the actual unsti£fened curved element.
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IV . SUH~lARY OF CURVED ELEHENT ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
The following is given to provide a condensed summary of the
recommended curved element analysis procedures.
A. STIFFENED CURVED ELEMENTS
1. Uniform Axial Compression.
Compute (f ) 1 from Eq. (3.4) as,
cr e
(3.4)
Because Eq. (3.4) is a semi-empirical equation, its use should be
limited to the tested ranges of R/t and bit. The tested values of R/t
varied from 23 to 438 whereas bit ranged from 47 to 218.
If (f ) < F then f =
cr el - pr' cr (fcr)el'
If (f ) 1 > F then use f = (f ) 'nel from Eq. (3.10).
cr e pr' cr cr ~
f = (f ). 1 = F [1 - O. 21F ].cr cr ~ne y 1.
(fcr)el
(3.10)
that f for a given curved element exceeds the
creventIn the
Note that Eq. (3.10) assumes Fpr = O.7Fy '
buckling stress of a stiffened flat element in the same cross-section,
the effective width concept may be employed to predict the amount of
In this case, the total loadload that the flat element can resist.
b omputed as the effective
resisted by the stiffened flat element may e c
. f for
Width, b from Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) times the thickness t~mes cr
e' that the edge streSS, f, used in the
the curved element. Again, note
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effective width equations, is equal to the buckling stress of the curved
*element, f cr





b = effective width, in. (Figure 2.8)
e
w = full width of compression element, in.
t = thickness, in.
p = 0-.22/).)/>.
). is a slenderness factor determined as follows:
(2.19)
(2.20)
\ _ 1. 052
,,- Jk '!r[""t./"F.
f =actual stress at the edge of compression element, ksi.
k =4 = buckling coefficient of a stiffened flat element
2. Bending. The critical buckling moment may be obtained by
computing the moment associated with a critical stress f from the
cr
uniform compression case CEq. (3.4) and (3.10)) at a distance of
(3.11)
*Note that the above information is only applicable to sections
in which an angle greater than 30 degrees exists between adjoining
flat and curved elements. If this angle is less than 30 degrees, then
assume that the flat element extends into the curved element until a
30 degree angle is obtained. (See Figure 3.50)
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from the neutral axis (Figure 3.45). Note that a value for C of 0.67 was
recommended for stiffened curved elements. Extrapolating to the outer
portion of the curved element, the maximum stress, f
max
, is computed as,
The maximum bending moment may then be estimated as,




Note that the 1. 2 factor may be thought of as a type of "shape" factor
normally described in plastic design. Because the 1. 2 factor is, to
some extent, dependent on the shape of the cross section, special
consideration should be given to determine its applicability to
sections other than those tested in the present study. In no case,
should the 1.2 factor be employed for sections with sloped webs with
less than a 600 angle between the web and the horizontal. The tested
values of R/t ranged from 20 to 420 whereas bit varied from 41 to 180.
3. Shear. The critical shear buckling load may be estimated by
computing the required shear force, V, to produce the critical shear




If Zb $ 30,




If Zb > 30,






:= critical shear buckling stress of a curved panel




:= ---:-- E(t/b)2K •
120-1l2)
If alb> 1, K := 5.34 + 4(b/a)2
If alb < 1, K = 4.00 + S.34(b/a)2
a = axial length of curved panel
b = circumferential width of curved panel
Note that the above equations are only for elastic buckling. For
inelastic buckling (L
cr
> Lpr)' the tangent modulus approach is
employed. The shear proportional limit, 't pr ' is estimated as 't pr :=
O.7t. Using the same form of equation as Eq. (3.10) for inelasticy
buckling, L in the inelastic range may be computed as
cr
( t ) . 1 = L [1 - O. 21 "C ] •cr ~ne y y
(Lcr)el
(3.16)
The shear force reqUired to cause shear buckling may be computed
from the horizontal shear stress equation as follows:
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Solving for V ,
c
V = t It
c cr-Q
in which
t cr =critical shear buckling stress as determined by either
Eq. (2.26) or (2.27), whicherver is appropriate
(3.17)
(3.18)
V =shear force required to produce t in a curved element
c cr
I =moment of inertia of entire section about the neutral axis
Q =static moment of the area above or below the section at
which the shear stress is desi~ed
t = thickness of the section at the section where t is desired
cr
It should be noted that it is extremely difficult to develop the
predicted shear buckling stress in a curved web, as previously described
in Section III.B.2.e. Therefore, special care should be exercised to
prevent other modes of failure at lesser loads. The tested range of R/t
varied from 25 to 310 while bit ranged from 49 to 201.
B. UNSTIFFENED CURVED ELEMENTS
1. Uniform Axial Compression.
Compute (f ) 1 from Eq. (3.6) as
cr e




Because Eq. (3.6) is based largely on test results, its use should be
limited to the tested ranges of R/t and bit. The tested values of R/t
varied from 12 to 103 while bit ranged from 23 to 110.
If (f ) 1 < F ,then f = (f ) 1·cr e - pr cr cr e
(3.10)
Note that Eq. (3.10) assumes F =O.7F .pr y
In the event that f for a given curved element exceeds the
cr
buckling stress of a stiffened flat element in the same cross-section,
the effective width concept. may be employed to predict the amount of
load that the flat element can resist. In this case, the total load
resisted by the stiffened flat element may be computed as the effective
width, b , from Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) times the thickness times f for
e cr
the curved element. Again, note that the edge stress, f, used in the




2. Bending. The critical buckling moment may be obtained by
computing the moment associated with a critical stress f from the
cr
uniform compression case (Eq. (3.6) and (3.10)) at a distance of
from the neutral axis (Figure 3.45). Note that a C value of 0.75 was
recommended for unstiffened curved elements. Extrapolating to the
outer portion of the curved element, the maximum stress,
computed as,
The maximum bending moment may then be estimated as,
M = 5 f < 5 F or 5 t F .






No effective "shape" factor is permitted for unstiffened curved
elements since they are not very efficient at transferring stress to
their outer flange tips. The tested values of R/t varied from 12 to 115
whereas bit ranged from 23 to 98.
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V. COMPARISON OF THE LOCAL BUCKLING LOAD
CAPACITY OF FLAT AND CURVED ELEMENTS
The ultimate failure loads of curved plate elements, subject to
uniform axial compression, may be much higher than those of flat
elements of similar dimensions. The actual difference between the
ultimate failure loads of flat and curved elements depends, of course,
on the degree of curvature in the element. In this section, the total
load capacity of flat plates with a given width and thickness are
compared to curved elements of the same width (or arc length) and
thickness. The ultimate load capacity of stiffened flat and curved
elements are compared in Section V.A. Section V.B provides a comparison
of the load capacities of unstiffened flat and curved elements.
A. STIFFENED ELEMENTS
Figure 5.1 provides a comparison of the ultimate load capacities of
stiffened flat elements, Pf' and stiffened curved elements, Pc' with the
same width and thickness, (Note that F is assumed to be 33 ksi and they
thickness is assumed to be 0.05 in, for Figure 5.1.) The total load
capacity of the stiffened flat element is computed using the effective
width approach as given by Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) with the assumption
that the edge stress reaches the yield strength of the material. Thus,
the total post-buckling capacity of the stiffened flat element has been
utilized in the calculation of Pf , In summary, Pf is computed as the
effective width, be' times the thickness times F .
Y
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The total load capacity of the stiffened curved element P is
, c'
computed as simply the predicted local buckling stress from Eqs. (3.4)
and (3.10) times the thickness times the arc length. As shown in Figure
5.1 by the ratio of Pc to Pf' the total load capacity of the highly
curved stiffened elements is considerably higher than that of flat
elements with like dimensions. The difference between Pc and Pf becomes
greater as the radius is decreased and the arc length is increased.
A similar comparison is made for yield strengths of 50 and 80 ks!
in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Again, the thickness is assumed
equal to 0.05 in. for these comparisons. As shown, the ratio of Pc to Pf
becomes greater for the relatively sharp curvatures as the yield point
of a material increases. However, the ratio of Pc to Pf decreases for
the flatter curvatures as the yield point increases. The reason for the
larger P IP ratios for the sharper curvatures is that the failure is by
c f
yielding. On the other hand, for the flatter curvatures the curved
element buckling is elastic and thus, the local buckling stress is
unaffected by changes in F .
Y
It should be noted that there are physical limits to the amount of
curvature that a plate of a fixed width may be given. For the purposes
of the comparisons, the arc length is limited to ~R. This is the reason
that the curve for R = 2 in. in Figures 5.1 through 5.3 ends before
reaching a width of 7 in.
B. UNSTIFFENED ELEMENTS
An identical comparison has been made for the total load capacities











o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Width, in.
P =ultimate load capacity of a stiffened curved plate
c
Pf =ultimate load capacity of a stiffened flat plate
Figure 5.1 Comparison of the Local Buckling Capacity of Stiffened
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o 2 4 5 6 7 8
Width t in.
P = ultimate load capacity of a stiffened curved plate
c
Pf = ultimate load capacity of a stiffened flat plate
Figure 5.2 Comparison of the Local Buckling Capacity of Stiffened
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o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Width, in.
P =ultimate load capacity of a stiffened curved plate
c
Pf = ultimate load capacity of a stiffened flat plate
Figure 5.3 Comparison of the Local Buckling Capacity of Stiffened
Flat and Curved Elements (F = 80 ksi, t = 0.05 i~)y
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the total load capacity of the unstiffened flat element is calculated
using the effective width approach as given by Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20),
the only difference being that the unstiffened flat element buckling
coefficient, k, is 0.43 instead of 4.0 as for stiffened flat elements.
The total load capacity of the unstiffened flat elements, Pf' is
computed as the effective width times the thickness times F .Y
The total load capacity of the unstiffened curved elements, P , isc
calculated as the predicted local buckling stress from Eqs. (3.6) and
(3 . 10) times the thickness times the arc 1ength . Figure 5. 4 compares Pc
to P
f
for a variety of widths and curvatures. The thickness is assumed
to be O. 05 in. and F is assumed to be 33 ks i for Figure 5.4. Again, an
y
appreciable increase in load capacity of the unstiffened curved
elements over that of unstiffened flat elements with like dimensions is
shown for increasing curvatures and widths of plates. Figures 5.5 and
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P = ultimate load capacity of a unstiffened curved platec
Pf = ultimate load capacity of a unstiffened flat plate
Figure 5.4 Comparison of the Local Buckling Capacity of Unstiffened
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Pc =ultimate load capacity of a unstiffened curved plate
Pf =ultimate load capacity of a unstiffened flat plate
Figure 5.5 Comparison of the Local Buckling Capacity of Unstiffened
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P = ultimate load capacity of a unstiffened curved plate
c
Pf = ultimate load capacity of a unstiffened flat plate
Figure 5.6 Comparison of the Local Buckling Capacity of Unstiffened
Flat and Curved Elements (F =80 ksi, t = 0.05 in~y
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Because many structural components contain curved elements in
their cross section, it was decided to include an investigation into the
structural behavior of curved elements as a part of a research project
at the University of Missouri-Rolla. The research project began.in 1982
under the sponsorship of the American Iron and Steel Institute. The
primary purpose of the present investigation was to develop accurate,
yet practical, expressions for the analysis of local buckling of curved
elements.
As a result of the literature review in Section II, it became
apparent that, because of the complexity involved in an accurate
theoretical analysis of curved element buckling, an experimental study
was essential. A total of 127 tests have been performed for local
buckling of curved elements. Based on the results of these tests and
the available theory, prediction methods have been developed for each of
the following cases:
1) local buckling of both stiffened and unstiffened curved elements
2)
subject to uniform axial compression,
1 b kl ' f flat and curved elementsinteraction between loca uc ~ng 0
subject to uniform axial compression,
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3) local buckling of both stiffened and unstiffened curved elements
subject to bending s~resses; and
4) buckling of curved webs subject primarily to shearing stresses.
Also, the post-buckling capacity of both stiffened and unstiffened
curved elements has been examined. Because of the empirical nature of
the study, use of the suggested procedures should be limited to the
range of the tested parameters.
As shown in Section IIIoD, good agreement exists between the
proposed prediction methods and the test results for cases 1) through
3). However, because of the difficulty in obtaining a shear failure in
the curved webs, failure of the shear specimens normally occurred below
the predic~ed values (approximately 20% lower on average).
In Section III.E, the use of a nonlinear finite element program
(ADINA) was described. The ADINA program was employed to predict local
buckling of both stiffened and unstiffened curved elements subject to
uniform axial compression. As shown, the predicted failure loads were
very close to the tes~ values for the stiffened curved elements.
However, because of inherent modeling problems of the unstiffened
curved elements, the predic~ed failure loads were approxima~ely 20~~
higher than the tes~ values.
Section IV provided a summary of the suggested analysis procedures
for local buckling of sections consisting of flat and curved elemen~s.
A comparison of the ultimate load capacities of flat and curved
elements, subject to uniform axial compression, was given in Section V.
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As shown, plate elements with considerable curvature and arc length may
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APPENDIX A
DIMENSIONS AND IMPORTANT PARAMETERS
FOR CURVED ELEMENT SPECIMENS
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Table A.l Measured Dimensions of AS Stub Columns
Stiffened Curved Elements













80XFBS31 2.2150 2.010 6.160 0.0856 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)AS31 2.0890 2.060 6.220 0.0785 49.1 63.6
80SKBS31 1.5890 1.940 5.848 0.0620 53.0 75.4
80DKAS31 1.1950 2.060 5.994 0.0451 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)AS32 1. 0590 2.030 6.460 0.0396 41.4 58.9
30SKAS31 0.7710 2.140 6.330 0.0290 16.4 26.8
80XFBS21 1.9420 3.850 4.370 0.0880 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)AS21 1.7780 3.800 4.020 0.0788 49.1 63.6
80SKBS21 1. 3570 3.200 4.124 0.0618 53.0 75.4
80DKAS21 1.0280 3.800 3.990 0.0460 45.9 54.1
SOXF(39)AS21 0.9010 3.650 4.080 0.0398 41.4 58.9
30SKAS21 0.6880 3.350 4.060 0.0304 16.4 26.8
80XFBSll 1. 9120 9.750 4.160 0.0880 77.1 89.4
5OXF (78 )AS 11 1.7370 14.125 3.720 0.0795 49.1 63.6
50XF(78)ASI2 1. 7300 11. 000 3.880 0.0800 49.1 63.6
80SKBSll 1.3570 8.900 3.990 0.0624 53.0 75.4
80DKASll 1.0020 10.300 3.650 0.0462 45.9 54.1
80DKAS12 0.9825 14.375 3.6i7 0.0460 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)ASll 0.8480 11. 150 3.670 0.0390 41.4 58.9
50XF(39)AS12 0.8450 10.625 3.640 0.0390 41.4 58.9
30SKASll 0.636 10.625 3.64 0.0294 16.4 26.8
30SKAS12 0.647 13.130 3.54 0.0300 16.4 26.8
Note:
See Figure 3.1 for notation of R, b, and t.
Table A.2 Measured Dimensions of ASI Stub Columns
Stiffened Curved Elements















50XF (78 )ASI32 2.140 2.01 6.230 0.0798 2.10 49.1 63.6
80DKASI32 1.206 2.03 5.970 0.0455 2.16 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)ASI31 1.073 2.09 6.350 0.0391 2.03 41.4 58.9
30SKASI32 0.818 2.11 6.200 0.0298 2.06 16.4 26.8
50XF(78)ASI22 1.811 3.30 4.150 0.0793 1.89 49.1 63.6
80DKASI22 1.063 3.24 4.090 0.0471 1. 90 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)ASI22 0.899 3.35 4.190 0.0390 1.86 41.4 58.9
30SKASI22 0.720 3.39 4.200 0.0309 1. 76 16.4 26.8
50XF(78)ASI13 1.745 11.38 3.756 0.0794 1.67 49.1 63.4
80DKASI13 1.002 12.00 3.685 0.0460 1. 70 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)ASI13 0.887 11.75 3.900 0.0398 1.69 41.4 58.9
Note:
See Figure 3.1 for notation of R, b, w, and t.
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(in. 3 ) (in.)
Depth R b t






80XFAB31 1. 350 2.05 4.42 1.87 5.03 0.0873 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)AB31 1.200 2.00 4.32 1. 96 4.92 0.0785 49.1 63.6
80SKAB31 0.957 2.00 4.28 2.02 5.46 0.0623 53.0 75.4
80DKAB31 0.691 1. 99 4.22 2.05 4.92 0.0454 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)AB31 0.605 2.00 4.26 1. 99 5.21 0.0394 41.4 58.9
30SKAB31 0.458 1. 98 4.18 2.08 5.37 0.0300 16.4 26.8
80XFAB21 0.909 1.43 2.94 3.89 3.89 0.0880 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)AB21 0.777 1. 38 2.87 3.63 3.90 0.0783 49.1 63.6
80SKAB21 0.629 1.40 2.91 3.45 3.94 0.0621 53.0 75.4
80DKAB21 0.468 1.41 2.89 3.55 3.83 0.0461 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)AB21 0.394 1. 38 2.84 3.47 3.93 0.0395 41.4 58.9
30SKAB21 0.301 1.39 2.88 3.18 3.98 0.0300 16.4 26.8
80XFABll 0.873 1. 27 2.50 10.3 3.66 0.0885 77 .1 89.4
50XF (78 )ABll 0.758 1.24 2.44 10.3 3.59 0.0793 49.1 63.6
80SKABll 0.592 1. 26 2.44 9.75 3.61 0.0613 53.0 75.4
80DKABll 0.464 1.28 2.50 10.8 3.48 0.0460 45.9 54.1
SOXF(39)ABII 0.378 1. 23 2.37 11.4 3.61 0.0390 41.4 58.9
30SKABll 0.289 1. 23 2.40 12.6 3.36 0.0299 16.4 26.8
Notes:
1) See Figure 3.1 for notation of R, b, and t.
2) S =section modulus for the comoression sidexc -
xcg = distance from outer edge of tension flange to neutral axis
Depth = total depth of cross section
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(in. 3 ) (in.)
Depth R b t
(in.) (in.) (in.) (in.)
F Fpr y
(ksi) (ksi)
80XFDBll 0.454 0.935 2.45 1. 78 3.20 0.0877 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)DBll 0.401 0.931 2.32 1.81 2.98 0.0785 49.1 63.6
80DKDBll 0.244 0.922 2.31 1. 89 3.12 0.0458 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)DBll 0.230 1.011 2.46 1.84 2.72 0.0390 41.4 58.9
305KDBli 0.168 1.038 2.62 1.80 3.03 0.0283 16.4 26.8
80XFDB21 0.566 1.140 2.63 1. 88 4.02 0.0880 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)DB21 0.479 1.080 2.52 1.87 4.00 0.0785 49.1 63.6
80DKDB21 0.300 1.150 2.60 1. 87 4.14 0.0462 45.9 54.1
50XFC39 )DB21 0.237 1.050 2.39 1. 95 3.90 0.0390 41.4 58.9




See Figure 3.4 for notation of R, b, and t.
5 = section modulus for the compression side
xc
x = distance from outer edge of tension flange to neutral axis
cg
Depth = total depth of cross section
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Table A.5 Measured Dimensions of BV Shear Specimens
Specimen Qna Ina R b t
(in. 3 ) (in. 4 ) (in.) (in.) (in.)
A X F Fpr y
(in.) (in.) (ksi) (ksi)
50XF(78)BV31 1.200 4.54 2.00 6.05 0.0786 4.5 4.25 49.1 63.6
80DKBV31 0.933 3.76 2.07 6.34 0.0464 4.5 4.25 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)BV31 0.840 3.30 2.02 6.11 0.0391 4.5 4.25 41.4 58.9
30SKBV32 0.698 2.58 1. 93 5.95 0.0295 4.5 4.13 16.4 26.8
50XF(78)BV21 1.020 3.91 4.00 4.01 0.0785 4.5 4.75 49.1 63.6
80DKBV21 0.810 3.23 5.35 4.00 0.0461 4.5 6.50 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)BV21 0.735 2.83 3.50 4.03 0.0391 4.5 6.25 41.4 58.9
30SKBV21 0.667 2.63 3.75 3.91 0.0295 4.5 5.88 16.4 26.8
50XF (78) BVll 1.010 3.89 9.25 3.83 0.0785 4.5 6.00 49.1 63.6
80DKBV11 0.787 3.08 7.95 3.80 0.0460 4.5 5.80 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)BVll 0.722 2.79 10.2 3.78 0.0391 3.5 4.50 41.4 58.9




See Figure 3.2 for notation of R, b, and t.
Q = static moment about the neutral axisna
I = moment of inertia about the neutral axisna
A = clear distance between opposite bearing plates
X = clear distance between wooden inserts
Table A.6 Measured Dimensions of CS Stub Columns
Unstiffened Curved Elements













80XFCS31 1.823 1.10 3.19 0.087 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)C~32 1.666 1. 03 3.34 0.080 49.1 63.6
80SKCS32 1.290 1.06 3.35 0.062 53.0 75.4
80DKCS32 0.964 1. 08 3.17 0.046 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)CS33 0.812 1.04 3.26 0.039 41.4 58.9
30SKCS32 0.606 1. 09 3.29 0.030 16.4 26.8
80XFCS21 1.500 1.25 2.40 0.085 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)CS21 1.387 1. 27 2.44 0.079 49.1 63.6
80SKCS21 1.090 1.26 2.44 0.062 53.0 75.4
80DKCS23 0.826 1. 21 2.39 0.047 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)CS21 0.681 1.13 2.32 0.039 41.4 58.9
30SKCS21 0.512 1.21 2.46 0.029 16.4 26.8
80XFCSll 1.400 3.25 1. 99 0.085 77 .1 89.4
80XFCS12 1.400 3.35 2.00 0.085 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)CSll 1.310 4.25 1. 97 0.080 49.1 63.6
50XF(78)CS12 1.300 4.45 1. 98 0.079 49.1 63.6
80SKCSll 1.020 3.15 2.03 0.062 53.0 75.4
80SKCS12 1.010 3.20 2.05 0.062 53.0
75.4
80DKCSll 0.768 3.15 2.10 0.047 45.9
54.1
50XF(39)CS12 0.628 3.90 1. 97 0.038 41.4 58.9
30SKCS12 0.489 2.80 1. 97 0.030 16.4
26.8
Note:
See Figure 3.3 for notation of R, b, and t.
Table A.7 Measured Dimensions of CSI Stub Columns
Unstiffened Curved Elements
Interaction Between Unstiffened Curved














80XFCSI32 1.807 1.11 3.23 0.0870 4.10 77.1 89.4
50XF (78 )CSI31 1.640 1.04 3.23 0·.0790 4.20 49.1 63.6
80SKCSI33 1. 279 1. 08 3.18 0.0610 4.20 53.0 75.4
80DKCSI33 0.975 1.12 3.25 0.0470 4.10 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)CSI32 0.803 1. 02 3.20 0.0386 4.15 41.4 58.9
30SKCSI33 0.606 1. 09 3.29 0.0290 3.95 16.4 26.8
80XFCSI23 1.495 1.25 2.49 0.0850 3.70 77.1 89.4
50XF(78)CSI22 1. 379 1.25 2.52 0.0780 3.70 49.1 63.6
80SKCSI22 1.086 1. 30 2.36 0.0619 4.00 53.0 75.4
80DKCSI22 0.812 1.17 2.41 0.0463 3.75 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)CSI22 0.677 1.23 2.37 0.0387 3.90 41.4 58.9
30SKCSI22 0.521 1.15 2.39 0.0295 3.90 16.4 26.8
80DKCSI12 0.762 2.70 2.03 0.0465 3.45 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)CSI13 0.634 3.45 2.04 0.0390 3.60 41.4 58.9
50SKCSIll 0.476 3.30 2.11 0.0290 3.55 16.4 26.8
Note:
See Figure 3.3 for no~ation of R, b, w, and t.














80XFCB31 2.830 5.95 1. 03 3.09 0.0860 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)CB31 2.640 6.07 1. 00 2.91 0.0790 49.1 63.6
80SKCB31 2.040 6.02 1. 04 2.98 0.0620 53.0 75.4
80DKCB31 1.550 6.02 1. 03 3.01 0.0470 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)CB31 1.280 6.05 1. 01 2.89 0.0390 41.4 58.9
30SKCB31 0.939 5.89 1. 06 2.89 0.0295 16.4 26.8
80XFCB21 2.270 5.18 1. 32 2.24 0.0890 77 .1 89.4
50XF(78)CB21 1. 900 4.83 1.17 2.34 0.0794 49.1 63.6
80SKCB21 1.460 4.86 1.16 2.34 0.0600 53.0 75.4
80DKCB21 1.170 5.11 1.17 2.39 0.0460 45.9 54.1
50XF(39)CB21 0.963 4.94 1.19 2.44 0.0390 41.4 58.9
30SKCB21 0.715 4.93 1. 13 2.44 0.0290 16.4 26.8
80XFCBll 1.900 4.29 2.80 2.02 0.0860 77.1
89.4
50XF(78)CB11 1. 730 4.26 3.53 2.00 0.0785 49.1 63.6
80SKCB11 1.330 4.24 3.60 1. 98 0.0613
53.0 75.4
80DKCBll 1.020 4.27 3.60 1. 99 0.0470
45.9 54.1
50XF(39)CBll 0.842 4.27 4.47 1. 97 0.0388 41.4
58.9





See Figure 3.3 for notation of R, b, and t.
S = section modulus for the compression side
xc
x = distance from outer edge of tension flange to neutral axis
cg .
Depth = total depth of cross sect~on
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Figure B.l Representative Stress-Strain Curves for Six Materials as
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Figure B.2 Typical Plot of Waving for Diamond Buckling of a
Stiffened Curved Element (SOXF(39)AS1-l Specimen)
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Figure B.3 Typical Plot of Load Vs. Cross Head Movement for
Stub Column Tests (BOXFCS2-1 Specimen)
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Figure B.S Typical Plot of Waving Along the Length of an Unstiffened
Curved Element CSOXF(39)CS1-l Specimen)
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APPENDIX C - NOTATION
The following symbols are used in this report:
a = axial length of a curved panel;
A. = area of i th element;
l.
b = curved element arc length;
b = effective width of a compressive element;
e
C = slope of the relationship between f and E(tjR);
cr
= constant coefficient used to determine local buckling caused by
bending;
= magnitude of maximum imperfection in finite element model;
d = total depth of a beam cross section;
E = modulus of elasticity;
E = reduced modulus;r
E = secant modulus;s
Et = tangent modulus;
f = actual stress at the edge of a flat compression element;
f = critical buckling stress of a complete cylinder with the samec
R/t ratio as a curved panel;
f = predicted buckling stress of . th element;cri l.
f = predicted buckling stress of a curved element;cr
f max =maximum edge stress of a compression element;
= predicted local buckling stress of a curved element subject to
bendingj
227
(fcr/E)c = buckling stress ratio of a full cylinder with the same R/t
ratio as the curved element;
(f /E)f =cr buckling stress ratio of a simply supported flat plate
with the same bit ratio as the curved element;
(fcr/E)sc = buckling stress ratio of a stiffened curved element
subject to uniform axial compression;
(fcr/E)uc = buckling stress ratio of an unstiffened curved element
subject to uniform axial compression;
F
cc
- final predicted crippling stress;
F





I = moment of inertia about neutral axis;
I
1
= moment of inertia with respect to neutral axis of tensile
stresses caused by column instability;
I
2
= moment of inertia with respect to neutral axis of compressive
stresses caused by column instability;
k = buckling coefficient of a curved element;
c
K = stability shape factor;






= term used to compute effective width of a curved element;
= term used to compute effective width of a curved element;
228
L = length of stiffener or panel;
M = maximum predicted moment capacity of a beam cross section;max
n = plasticity reduction factor;
N = term used to compute the shape of a diamond buckle;
P = total load resisted by a curved element;
c
Pf =total load resisted by a flat element;
P = total load resisted by curved elements and all other fully
curve
effective elements at failure;
Ptotal = total load resisted by a curved element;
= total predicted axial load capacity of a cross section
consisting of flat and curved elements;
P = total load resisted by flat webs;
w
Q = static moment of the area above or below the section at which
the shear stress is desired;
r = radius of gyration;
R = curved element radius;
s = section modulus for the compression side;xc
S = section modulus for the tension side;xt
V = predicted shear f ai lure load in a curved web;c
t = curved element thickness;
U = magnitude of imperfection at each node of finite element model;
w = full width of a compression element;
XLAM = axial wavelength of a diamond buckle;
YLAM = circumferential wavelength of a diamond buckle;
229
ycr = distance between neutral axis and assumed level of f in a
cr
curved element subject to bending;
= distance between neutral axis and most highly compressed
portion of a curved element subject to bending;
Ybot = distance between neutral axis and nearest part of a curved
element subject to bending;
Zb = geometric parameter used to determine curved element behavior;
A = slenderness factor for flat elements;
~ = elastic Poisson's ratio;
~p = plastic Poisson's ratio;
v = term used to compute plasticity reduction factor;
p = effective width factor for flat elements;
t = critical shear buckling stress of a curved element;
cr
t = shear yield str"ength;y
(t )f = critical shear buckling stress of a curved element;
cr
e = angle between the centerline and tangent of the DB beam
specimens as shown in Fig. 3.4;
= angle between the horizontal and each node of finite element
model;
8 = constant angle used to describe curved element geometry;
